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Students_And Faculty As ITHAfA COLLEGE . Tr-rJtlees 
By Jon Choate 
·Do student-and faculty trus- nick was caught in the squeeze of committed to the student body.-
tees represent -a · conflict of not being~able to answer the Alumni trustees, under the cur-
interests? Current debate about questions of the very people he rent by-laws, are limited to 
the status of the two faculty and seemingly rep_resented. non-successive five year terms, 
the two students on tbe Board A Board member caught in further limiting the "staleness" 
seems to center around this such a predicament is hardly at that can accrue. 
-question. · fault. Delicate matters do come To answer the arguement 
At present, both student B:Dd up before the Board from time to that students and faculty being 
faculty trustees are elected by time; matters that, for the sake . on the Board is essential to the 
their respective constituencies. of- those involved, are · kept political structure of the College, 
This can have both a postivie· and confidential (bow would a poten- one,need only look at the voting 
negative effect on their ability to tial Dean call!,lidate, for example, "clout" that the student and 
serve. Trustees of the College react if it is broadcast all over 
are its guardians. They are town that be/she is only the 
faculty -trustees have. Th~ New 
York. Board of Regents has 
authorized 29 voting trustees for 
Ithaca College. It is doubtful 
that the student and faculty 
votes alone could provide much 
of a roadblock to unfavorable 
Board action. It would take 
behind-the-scenes politiking by 
the students and faculty to s~ay 
the opinion of the Board; politik-
ing that could be equally served 
if'the students and ·faculty were 
advisors to the Board instead--
politiking that could be engaged 
in without the conflict of interest 
problem. 
Ad Hoc Committee Action 
Action could possible be 
taken on the trustee matter at 
the May 13th meeting of the 
, Board. At that time, the Ad Hoc 
Committee on College Gover-
con't on pg.17 
responsible for the actions of. the Board's seeond choice? H the 
institution. Unlike-the students fll'St choice would still be inter-
and · faculty.,. the· trustees are ested.) Taking into account 
financially liable should.the Col- human nature, it is hard to. 
lege be: ·namf}d. in a substantial imagine an individual who could 
tourt ·judgement. Working: to- withstand daily pressure from 
McCarthy Questions System 
geihe as a body, the Board , their supposed group of consti-i By Tracy Schroth 
watchdogs the future - of the tuents when an issue of great' - ·our 'country has undergone 
Collegci-'- . controversy is involved. many changes since the sixties 
· Except for the students and Student trustees ~ncounter and it seemed evident Tuesday· 
faculty, there 1s no question that th_e same conflict. · Sam Shmikler night, . that Eugene McCarthy, 
the other Board members do not tells of being physically threat- former Minnesota Senator and 
have individual constituencies. ened is he voted in favor of the two-time presidential contender, 
For example, ·a banker,· on the increased tueition. What the . had undergone a few changes 
Board does not represent the potential assailant failed to re- himself. Although he spoke with 
banks. · alize is that Shuµkler, as a the same firmness and directness 
. When elected by their ·con- trustee, was· acting in what he he has always · possessd some-
stituencies, the-student or facul- perceived as the best interests of where· something was missing. 
ty members appear to be repre- the ·entire College. At times, it The war that provided him with 
sentative-of the~.constituencies::-. appeared that oome students felt his power-- base i!1 1968 is no 
This can· lead .to.conflict. At a ,that Shmikler.sho\!ld. be .an arm, ~, longertlJ:ere~'butin<i~ aftermath. 
March 2ndF~cillty Colliicil meet~ ofttii·studol'll ~- . :· he' trying·' ta-_'. btiild_-~-a new 
ing, faculty trustee Robert Past- Slimikler proposes an alter- constituen·cy aroun~ tlie issue of 
ernick was grilled by. council -n~tive.' to eliminate the conflict limiting the .presidency to its 
members who felt be should thlh would keep the student · constitutional speciftc·ations. 
reveal more about the board's insight on the Board. Under his Inspite of his gentle, almost 
position on the tenure situation proposal, one recent allumni sedate manner McCarthy's mes-
at the College. Because be was trustee would be filled period- sage was clear and strajghtfor-
dutifully waiting for President ically--with a recent graduate. ward. He criticized the 2-party 
Whalen to carry out his official This would, in turn, notes structure and emphasized the 
role as intermediary between the ~hmikler, achieve the Bo!11'd Qf importance of constitutionality in 
iBoard and the community and Trustees anno~ced goal of stu- the political'process. His presen-
make an announcement regard- dent expertise on the Board, tation had been entitled "Politics 
ing the Board's position, Paster- without th~ pressure of being Today" but at the beginning of 
his speech, McCarthy humorous-
ly pointed out that it should have 
been entitled "Politics Y ester-
day, -Today, and Tomorrow" 
- Photo by Bruce Morolrohk 
McCarthy makes a point. Dorm· Renovation 
Due. This Summer seeing as its all. the same anyway identification of the President amount of mon~y as the two 
under the two-party system. with the people is done in an major parties in any case. 
· by.Donna Lynne Comegys · that took place on the-14th floor 
of that building. 
As in the past, some buildings Students seem to be in favor of 
on Ithaca College campus will be the changes: This was demon-
getting a face lift during the strated during room sign-ups. 
summer; This time the West There are few vacancies left and 
Tower and Terrace· Six will be - many upperclassmen requested 
renovated. ·Ciianges in the West rooms in the West Tower. 
Tower will' include carpeted Terrace Six will receive much 
floors, legs on desks to· make of the same treatment which 
them mobile, a new lOC;Rtion in Terrace .JOB- got last year. 
the lounges which will be·moved Changes will take the form of 
· from in front of the elevator to new carpeting, wood paneling in 
. the back area· of the Door, and the rooms and a number of 
the creation of single rQOms. The lounges being renovated into 
single rooms will re~lt _in ,.le~ rooms. The lounges are seldom 
occupants per floor making the used ·and housing sees this space 
_·_west Tower less ~rowded .. These as useful for student 
changes will ~ similar to those _ . accomadations. 
Gannett -.Dedication 
. One major concern of Mc- almost "possessive" way. When questioned on his 
Carthy's as he addressed an In attacking the 2-way party opinion concerning televisions 
audience of approximately 300 system· McCarthy states "Wa- · effect on politics, McCarthy 
people 'm the Union cafeteria, tergate prived the system can quickly replied, "Disasterous". 
was the presidency. He feels. work. It proved it can survive, He thinks that political adds 
that it isn't what it aught to be. not work." It's like saying the should be banned completely. 
"The last real constitutional Titanic was a success because all He feels that the role of the print 
president we had was Harry the liferafis didn't sink." media is steadily declining. The 
Truman" stated McCarthy. later McCarthy blames many press has become a "sports 
presidents began to disregard · things on the two party system. writer" concerning· politics, said 
the Constitution in order to give He said he could not blamt.. • he McCarthy. 
themselfes.more·power. system for Watergate but he The media works from 2 
McCarthy spoke o( the cban- could blame it for the election of ·polls, stated McCarthy , that of 
ges in the office of the president, Richard Nixon. He also stated fear and that of greed. They fear 
discussing Eisenhower and his that the Viet Nam War was regulation and losing their Jicn-
extreniely "personalized" pi;esi- another of its results. He ses and_ they're greedy for the 
dency where he did not ev:en believes the conflict between the information. "Somewhere be-
exercize the full power of office, 2 parties contributed a great deal tween greed and fear they make 
and then showing the opposite - to the disaster in Viet Nam. their decision." The media is to 
extreme taken by Johnson, who - People have the assumption "afraid" to really include an 
. constantly used the word "my"' that Democracy is possibl under independent party. Before end-
for things, that in reality were a 2-party. system, !Jays McCar- ing his presentation McCarthy 
not his, and Nixon, who went thy. "There's no reason· to made a final plea to the academic 
even further using the term believe that is I!. sound theory." community. He hopes that we 
Caroline. Werner Gannett'. _center, art galle,9·~ instruc~ional. "we". McCarthy quoted Mark He results· in a "bad govern. can somehow inform the press of 
has spent a lifetime working for · development facilities, multipur- Twai!_l as saying: "No one should ment." _ the constitution and what it says, 
the intellectual advancement of pose rooms, lou~ge, aod _many use the collective .'we' unless he's McCarthy states that the ana indirectly influence those in 
young peopl~~ Her influence has · other facilities, will .be dedi_cated · · the Pope, the King of England or Democrats !lnd ~publicans hide government. 
been felt in the White-House in· at 11 a~ on Saturday, April.SO. . somepne who bas a tapeworm." · behind laws w~eJi something .. Eugene McCarthy, who ran on 
, , the New York State Office' of It is expe,cted that Mrs. ~an;11e~t --McCarthy- be~e_ves .there is a: goes-wrong;, · The Federal an independent ticket for the 
' Education w·ith the·. completion or a member _of he_r fa!'nly; will " ... perversion of the office of._ the Elections law which is suppos_ed·- _presidency last November is . 
i · and· dedication of· the Caroline attend the ribboncuttmg cere- Preside1;1( He .feels there is :no ly t~ere to nelp parties pay for now li'!ing in Washington, D.C. ~ Werner Gannett Center; her. m~ny. . . . ' ' ·' ... p~edure, ptjpciple, or con- their campaigns, says McCarthy, and is a number of a committee ;! influence Will be felt at Ithaca· . Mrs. Gannett, t be,,wife of th.e stitl,ltional distinction.''. It . was . is really a. "Catch ;?2" type of law concerned with giving more 
f: . College in Ithaca; New York. ;_, late Frank E~ G~nnett who evi!lent-that ·McCartby was not·· which is designed ·to protect the opportunity for an independent 
,, . ·· · The·· Center which· com- i;. founded_ the qannett ,~ewspap- in:~ent with Jimmy Carter . two parties. · McCarthy . stat~d party ~d he also will be writing· 
} : . p"rises t.he: ·-9o'!i~ge's- library, efs,. w~ the major donor.for the. intt:ryretation of the _office-:-eith- .· that it is very d~cult for a third .a eol,U!JlD fof the Washington 
· \>..:~"~li:i't'!ei·~¢~nter~'~applied _writing~··· proJ~t, er. ·, ·II¢ felt .. that · Carter's - party to rec1eve the same Star m the near future. . ·. 
·/JAJ,J,jj~.: ~-)~./- ' ·-~ .. , •; ."·,' , ''.- '... . , ; I ,, . • , . 
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Ithacan 
Inquirer 
.By Ellen Blickman 
Photos by Audrey Weiss 
Question: What turns you on? 
'.i·,ti 
Duncan Scott Phil."Soc. '77 
Figuring out a new Leo Kotkke 
song on the twelve-string. 
Russ Dann Undec. '79 
Heather LaCorte Undec. 
Pop, a little bunny rabbit, 
Mommy and Daddy, do fish, and 
green toys. 
My girlfriend, upper Taughan- Dana Contino Plan. Stud. '79 
nock and dimensions. · M.L. in a halter, sunbathing in 
Larry Gagliardi Plan. Stud. '78 
Skiing down a ski slope, fast, ,~ut 
of control; and red-heads with 
green eyes. 
front of the music building. 
'feresa Peterson Art '79 
Whippets, dancing, and Bidill 
. :, .. ::~ t _t,:,.: .··\~ • 
Professor Harvey Fires~~:· 
. Fi/{hting For llum(!,n Ri,{hts 
By Peter Ajemian 
.. An extraordinary capacity for 
caring and giving. That is the 
essence of Harvey Fireside'.s 
personality arid a. trait that he 
u~ilizes in his work_ in politics. 
Professor Fireside, who is chair-
man of the Politics Dept. at " , .. 
Ithaca College, Sois :1 natlii~nal __ ; ' .. ·.::-.~_, ·._- ·.·.~·-·--:.·,.--- • ! 
scholar . . · • in v1et po tics. .: , 
Soviet politics has been · - - .. - ·-
Harvey Fireside's field of inter- ... >~ -:· ~ ._,. __ ..,.___ · ;~ ,.,. 
est ever since he received his :_ ··: ;._·~·· · _· - > ::41 
Phd. in Political Science at the ~- ---
New School for Social Research. - Photo by Frank Sellers 
He has written articles -on the to prISoners, prisoners tamilies, He mentioned one case ·after 
subject in publications such as foriegn government authorities . another listing the details of how 
Nation, New Republic, Common- and any other people who may be. Amnesty had become involved. 
weal, Progressive, and New able to provide information For example, he said there was a 
Leader. But in recent years which may. contribute to the man in his early 30's in the Soviet 
Fireside's main interest has been eventual release of someone. Union named Boris 'Davarashvili 
in helping dissidents in other Professor Fireside mentioned who they had aided. Boris had 
countries, especially in the So- that Amnesty International is . been provoked into a fight in a 
viet Union. He has dedicated a also attempting to find senators 'department store, arrested, and 
great deal of time and energy to ·and representatives in Washing- put in a psychiatric prison. 
this cause, in fact, he founded the ton who will initiate legislation Members pf Amnesty in Ithaca 
Ithaca chapter of Amnesty Inter- supporting t_heir efforts. In fact, wrote letters to his family and 
national, an organization that Fireside added that local Con- Soviet authorities requesting 
attempts to obtain the release of gressman Matt McHigh has that boris be released. They 
prisoners of conscience through- actually written to Chilean talked to his brother and wife in 
out the world. authorities and the U.S. State Israel, and wrote many, many 
Fireside explained that Am- Department in reference to one letters. the outcome was that 
nesty International is non-profit dissident case. Boris was freed and the local 
and non-political and that its All three of the political Amnesty chapter . received a 
simple goal is to fight for human prisoners who were refered to letter of thanks from the ex-pris-
. rights. He said that the local th~ local chapter of Amnesty Int. oner himself. Fireside acknowl-
chapter of which he runs with have been released. When edged that he felt great satisfac-
Dan Finlay, (who happens to be questioned as to why he thought tion to be a part of that. 
the assistant registrar at I.C.) his group had been successful, He named other cases he has 
gets assigned cases of different, Fireside replied, "Public rela- been involved in including trying 
specific prisoners ubroad from tions," explaining that countries to aid a Spanish "conscientious 
the London headquarters of do not want to hurt their objector" who was imprisoned as 
Amnesty International. diplomatic relations abroad. (Bt well as a journalist in India who 
The Ithaca chapter, four and (by making unpopular decisions had been severely punished for 
one half years ago, has handled a?out dissJdents) 'Yben discus- criticizing Gandi's government. . 
ten cases already. smg the nme people who he ha$ When phone-calls he had made to. 
The primary method· Am- tried to aid, Fireside gets a tone· other countries, F'ireside told a 
nesty Int. uses is mailing letters in his voice as.ff these individuals story concerning the . Kovalev 
Aroimd?fh; wo;id 
. ~ . . . -
--lnternat-iollal 
President Carter met in Washington Monday 
with Jordan's King Hussein to discus_~ possible 
ways for Palestine representation at a Middle East 
Peace Conference, a problem which has delayed the 
meeting thus far. The two world leaders exchanged 
ideas on different formulas to give the Palesinians 
the representation they desire. 
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko is in 
India to discuss "the relations between · the two 
countries. Gromyko, the first high ranking Soviet 
official to visit since Prime Minister Morarji Desai 
m;sumed office last month, stated he hoped the 
talks would lead to a strengthening of relations.-
Desai has said that India will have "no special 
relationships" which would hinder cordial· relaUon-
shiµs with other countries. ·· 
Ethiopia has order~d the last three Wester 
journalists in the country to leave within 48 hours 
and has accused them· of "distorting out of all 
proportions events in Ethiopia in general and the 
progress of the ongo~g revolution of the broad 
masses in particular." The expulsion is believed to 
be a manuver to strengthen relations with the 
Soviet Union to allow new attacks ·against 
secessionist forces in the north. 
Zaire is claiming that its armed forces has 
recaptured Mutshatsha, an important railroad 
town, from the Katangan insurgents. The Zairian 
army, backed with Moroccan soldiers, Belgian and 
French arms, and United States equipment, is still 
fighting back an invasion in the Shaba province by 
the Katangan rebels. 
National 
. · ,,\,l•c/¾i ,'_.;, .!'~&.'.:·.c.~ -
Trevor Odell Drama '79 
;~ Dog Phys. Ed. part_-Time.Stud.) 
Riding in a convertible with the 
wind blowing through my fur· 1;ood music, good ..yine, and a 
good woman. 
Prt•sident Carter has sent a tough hospital cost 
control proposal to Congress in· an attempt to hold 
The House of Representatives, in support of 
President Carter's." defense policy ·outline, have 
authorized nearly $36 billion for weapons procure-
ment and weapons research. It was approved 
Monday night by. a vote of 347 to 43 after a light 
debate. Congress .has adopted a "wait and see" 
attitude towards the Administration's defense 
Susan Yacker Drama '78 
A lot of different things. It 
C:B: Spoistein ~us. Ad. '78 
W.R.P. Unit manager. 
down the escalating costs of health care. The· 
President was expected to announce his endorse-
ment of a national healtr. insurance program, which 
: he had strongly advocated during his campaign. 
. Carther, however, said that a national program 
,. , ' would not be possible if_ his paramount domestic 
/ goal of a balanced budget by 1981 is to be 
· accomplished. · 
' . 
The Supreme Court has ruled 5 to 4 that the. 
Jf. Constitution does not prohibit the spanking of 
·:·! pupils by school officials, and added that corporal 
:.' punishment has been used effectively in· disci-
plining sch@! children since colonial times. 
- policy. 
,Republican leaders in Congress are suggesting 
that Carter's proposed energy conservation truces 
are a disguised general tax increase· which would-
finance . his proposed welfare reform and aid in 
balancing his, budget;_ They also n.oted that one of 
the ·energy-related bills would. set up a ,Dept. of. 
'-Energy, but· not provide it's head with power to 
establisli gas and electric rates. Th_is authority 
would be .. · in- the· han,ds of Carter's Energy 
Se~retary '. _ 
,,_,. depends on the environmen~ I'm ,, 
in. People, music ... just being · , 
happy fs in itself a turn-on; __,._.......,~ , . . _ c~,. ·, . c,.,:,-'"i 
.O'IIIIL ....... '~'ip',o:'~ .. ~-:.X...,~,C,.•4tr,Ja. ...... -.-,~ ................ ~ .... --,&. .... .,,;, ;,,..:,,,,,,......:-,..,._•J.• ... ,--~·-·-:._:_, __ ~,--,_,.....;,~..;.-._, .. _..:~-•\-•u ..... _:. -~-~•- -...,~- - •...,~,.;:.:,.:. --~:::---:..-:.:.~ ... :..-:...!,!~:..,-.,:..:.~-;_;..;_:..._..;~---
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Search To Repl&Ce Peri'alas Is 0~ 
By July 1 a new V.P. of beck '79 have been named to the 
. Campus Affairs _will b~ appointed search committee. · · The other 
by Presfdent Whalen. - Tbjs_ - members of the s_earch commit-
position was ·formerly held by . tee will be appointed by Presi-
- Gus Petialis whose _term comes · dent .Whalen. They will come 
lo an end on June _30. fro~ specific areas of student 
·President Whalen has stress- concern; such as housing. 
ed the need to expedite the The new VP of Campus 
process of selection for this Affairs will be chosen in a 
position. A search committee prescr~bed method set up 'by 
has been formed recently; The President Whalen. Applications 
following people have been ap- are now being accepted and 
pointed by the 'faculty council reviewed. by Whalen. He will 
am~ the Student Congress re_s- chose 15 to 20 applicants who will 
pectively: . Linda Jones, of the · then be ~viewed by the search 
Psychology Department, and . committee. The · number of 
Homer Merrifield. of the Physical applicants will be narrowed. 
Therapy Dept., and three stu- · down to sl!_or seven. They will 
dents Marj Brown '78, Julia then come to campus and meet 
Stromstead '78 and Jeff Hallen- with · various faculty, student 
-staff,. and administrative mem-
bers before a final decision will 
be made. 
· What will the search commit-
tee be 'looking for? The three 
students on the search commit-
tee all agree that . they are 
looking for someone who will be 
very sensitive to student con-
cerns. They want someone who 
will respect students on an 
individuaflevel and someone who 
believes tnlit students should be 
both'. seen and heard. 
Apparently many students 
feel that although former V.P. of 
Campus· Affairs, · Gus 'Perialis, 
always kept his door . open and 
was very friendly and willing to 
help on a personal level, he had 
his mind closed on a political 
leve. One of the students on the 
committee expressed the view 
that Gus often judged things 
from a personal standpoint rath-
er than concerning himself with 
what .would be best for the 
students. The same student felt 
Gus has used semantics and 
rhetoric . frequently to knock · 
down student concerns. The 
three students on the committee 
are specifically looking for some-
one who will raise student 
involvment, controversy, and 
concerns by organizing students. 
Some of the duties formerly 
listed as responsibilities of the 
Provost, such as Financial Aid, 
IIEOP: and the Health Center. 
will now be barrilled by the. V .P. _. 
of Campus Affairs. 
With only one week left in the 
semester the _natural questions 
arrise: How can student input by 
felt on the selection process? 
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•GroceriM • Kep 
Party Supplies • 'Ice 
u•m•.c••• 
122 N. Aurora St. 
~ Daily till 10 p.m. 
95th ANNIVERSARY sae 
For the Ladies!· 
Coordinate -groups from High Fashion 
Designers, Jack Winter. Alfred Dunner. 
R~s, Lady Russ & Devon; skirts, ve~, 
slacks, jackets, blouses, culottes & ti,ps in 
::: ::~.~~:.~:~.;-~:~~:.~.~:.~: 1/3 off 
Famous make all-weatner coats, reg., to 
~.00 ................................................. 39.00 
For·the-Men! 
Cardigun Goll Sweater, reg.18.00 ..................... 110.99 
Sport Shirts, reg. 9.00 ..................................... 8.99 
Ru~y Shirts, reg. to 12.00 .......... -... .".............. 8.-99 
' Dress Shirts, reg. to i~.00 ................................. 6.99 
' . 
Dress Slacks, reg, to 20.00 pr ... :~ ... : ................... 12. 99 
Don Lope; neckwear, reg. 6.50-10.00 .............. ~ •.•• 3.99 
Orlon Acrylic stretch hose, reg.1.75 pr ................ 1.19 
& more2 
Apple Pie slaeks, 5-13, reg. 19.00 ......... "i12.99 
r:::~.~~~: .. ~~-~~.~-~~-~:.:~:.~% o,,(, 
.. - --- ~ ,,. 
Summer white o,r ~Id filled jewelry •. 2/5 .. 00 ,<~/ o/""1 Ti"-..J.i_iL«':~ 
Panty hose fashions, reg. 1.50, · • 
2.99 pr., ........ : ......................... ; ......... 11JIIOO -,,". 
' ' 
I ~ ' I 
FlC>wery. print sundresses, misses & ·. ::.=.~~~~--~ .. ~~~~~:,.~~~~~:~~:.~:~:.~g.1gg ·1: juniors,- reg. UtOO ............................... 12.99 ~ 
Gauchos's, spring & summer styles, 5-15, 9 Sun glasses, rimless & tortoise frames:· \ , reg. 17.00.......................................... 9.9 · re,g. to 10.00 each •.....•... .-..................... 3.99,,; i ,_ J ··r- ....... ..,., 
. \;. ,. , .,, - .. .. 
Designerlmitshells,reg.to9,00 ... ~ 5.99. 8-.99 Canvas handbags, hobo & tote, reg.7 9. 8,"'·\'·-~<;f~;~, ~ 
1-0.00 .................... :······························ • ~;;. ,.~ ........... _.:_. _,,, ~ 
&·more! 
!: 
~ 1 
'; 
,. , 
Orastic S~vings i~:-.every· Department. .. -
. . , . . Open ,V,o~day-Saturday, 
.~ ·saJe: ends this-Satu"rdav! · .-.· 9·:3o_to 5/15 · · 
' :~:: :. ~: .... 
·_.. · , -· . · - . _ ., Thursday 'td 9:00 
· Phone· 272-5000 · -· 
·, ~ 
-~ .· . __ ,..__ ..... ~~ .... --~~.~-.~---~--------..... ---.... ~----..-...-. ~ - • • - J • : •• '.·-. • • - : ,_· __ :\_.:,_:~ -.· •• ·_:_ ·-'.· -.··.· 
,~';' - ~ ~.L-J.,;!··~-~4~.· I', ·. -:..~· ... :, • ', · __ j: ... • 
I '. ·' ' 
' ' 
,' 
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·~llJ~(U~A(L 
The Ithacan: 
. ' . -A WQrnine: 
Ithaca College does not need a student 
newspaper. For that matter, it really does not 
needa student government either. It can be. argue_d 
effectively, as it was in this column earlier t~ 
year that the greatest concern of students here 18 
to f~d instant pleasure. And if that is the case, 
maybe NOTHING should be organized on this 
campus so that students c~ spe~d even MORE 
time pursuing their self-centered goals. 
As many have pointed out in the past year to the · 
Ithacan editors, often people do not read the paper 
on Thursdays when it comes out. Instead, they. 
glance at it. Tl!ey turn to the .1~ ln~r, ~he 
classifieds, or any small section which might rv_e 
them instant satisfaction. the evidence that thlS 1s 
true is that lthaeao editors have received 
amazingly little feedback on articles of substance. 
(Finally members commen~ more!) They do not . 
have the patience or the desire to sit down and read 
the best articles and editorial pieces that have 
appeared in the lthaean. Well, that is THE~ 
problem. 
Let's look at the sad, hard-to-believe facts. The 
Ithacan has kept operating all ye3: s~le!y thanks to 
the intensive effort of only a few mdividuals. That 
means that about five human beings have been 
responsible for carrying out all o~ the funct~ons 
necessary to keep a newspaper alive: managmg, 
editing, writing, advertising, photography, and 
lay-out. If you, the rest of the Ithaca College 
community could see what we go through down 
here every' week you would laugh and say, "It's 
not worth it!'' And you would be absolutely rig~t! 
This crazy set-up of having a tiny staff runnmg 
around doing everything has affected the health, 
happiness, and academic status of sever~ of us. 
Why should we go on busting o~r asses o~ if no ~ne 
gives a damn anyway? ~~? m_ight say, But I like 
reading the Itbac::n or Id like to work on the 
paper," 
EDITOR·IN·CHIEF .... PETER AJEMIAN 
SENIOR EDITORS: .... JON CHOATE 
MARK ENGSTROM 
. ANDY FRIEDMAN 
MANAGING EDITOR .... COREY TAYLOR 
Where were you all year then, es~ally when 
we let out a public cry for help? Do you reme~ber · 
seeing signs all over campus in late March saymg:, 
"EXTRA--Writers Needed For All Departments 
with a list of editors' names and phone numbers. 
We received only ONE response from a stude~t 
body of four thousand! Do you only remember a big 
advertisement for an lthaeao Writing Con~st with 
a $60 award for the winner?· Guess what? It ~as 
called off due to your apathy. Oh, what a beaut~ 
demonstration that was of where you '{>eople s 
heads are out there. Besides three lthacall 
members, only THREE students signed up and two 
of them did because they happened to know the 
editor organizing the event. Tha~ is a h?rrible 
showing for such a simple opportunity to wnte and 
possible win inoney. We had a three-person panel 
set up to judge ~~e contest including two p~fessors 
and an Ithaea Jounw staff member but as m many 
instances this past year, after the h_ard work _to do 
something, your respons~ made· it seem lik~ a 
waste of time after it was over. 
At one low point this year, The Ithacan 
seriously considered handing itself back under the 
direction of the Administration for support ~d 
assistance to keep it goiffg at the expense ?f los':°g 
independence and freedom from censorship which 
we still have now. Back in t~e late _ 1960's th_e 
Ithacan broke ties with the· school and smce then it 
has been one of a relatively small number of colleg_e 
newspapers which is independent from the school it 
serves. 
The agreement reached b~c.k th~n goes on 
indefinitely until both the Adrrurustration and ~be 
Ithacan · for whatever reasons. that may arIBe 
mutually decide to change the contract. Maybe the 
time has come for some NEW way of running .a 
paper on the campus. We do not want to give up. 
our independence but there has got to be a better 
way found to do things so!Dehow. A professor 
pointed out the other day that .in all of the eight 
years that he has been at I.C •. only ~ few people 
have kept the paper-going, that it always has been 
understaffed. Perhaps it is useful to remember 
that in the fall of 1972 at Ithaca College, the' Ithacan 
·and the Cayupn decided·to disband due to thriving 
APATHY. In a blazing editorial published at that 
time, the editors complained of much-of the same 
problems that we do today. An excerpt line from 
that old editorial said to students, ''Is nothing 
important save tha~ after-dinner joint, some good, 
music, and maybe il little ~udying if you have the 
time?" 
The picture is bleak . for next year unless 
people around here show much stronger support 
for the lthaean. The faculty has indicated a desire 
to kee"'pp the press out of their meetings, which 
certainly does not help us inform everyone of 
relevant news · The administration has not been 
eager to tell us of what important ~0&1:1e is going 
on in Job Hall. But clearly the students are lacking 
the most-in aiding us. · . --.... 
It is dubious that many people would react with 
activism if the Ithacan were not-.published every 
week. After a few personal frustrating moments at 
not seeing items they could "get off' on most would 
probably not miss its presence too much. In .fact, 
they wo!lld probably not miss the st1,1<lent 
government if it died suddenly either, and for the 
same type of reasons. They would not miss 
anything except material "Needs" and Hedonistic 
"needs" such as meals, cars, stereos, kegs, and 
bong hits. 
.. 
This is the last issue 
of The. Ithacan until 
. . 
next. fall~ · Have a 
· ~~od sum~er! 
(...._ _ ~¥ __ ,ou_-·r_Sp __ ·a_c_· .e_-.. :._  .-;·.____ " ··_·····-...... 1) 
This apace will be .naen,ed ecicA week /"" are limited to no more that two twed, 
'Your Space' ... a c/Kmce for you to ,ay ,omething dfJuble-spa.ced pages, cmcfmust be ~ted bi,~ 
any· way you would like to say it. Almaat. No pm Truml4y preceding Thursday publicatum. TAia 
ohscenities, please, and the article '?"'t be of space will be made available as often: as there (ll'e. 
interest to the general Colkge commumty. · Essa!ls comments . 
. ~ 
Jeff Eden Speaks: 
. . ' 
So another year at Ithaca those areas which we feel require to the executive board of Student 
College comes to a close and all is . attention. The reason students Government for next year. We 
well. Ithaca College has once remain in such a passive state are grateful-for this opportunity . 
·again successfully maintained its here at Ithaca College is because to contribute what we can to the 
role in the field of education, we hav.e failed to really.confront, welf~re of It1_1aca Colleg. We will 
steering clear of any major or even question, those problems . do our best to live up to the 
setbacks. At the same time we which exist. We accept our confidence which the student 
arc also steering clear of any situation either because we feel body has placed in us. We also 
major accomplishments, at least i_t is impossible to change things, wish to· express our /deepest 
FEATURES EDITOR .... TRACY SCHROTH 
·that.I can perceive as a student. , or we really don't care enough. 'appreciation to all those who 
Perhaps ,this complacency is the This is the.key: to care. gave their time and ·effort to help 
way it will always be here and at Concern for our well being us with our campaign, especially 
many other academic institu- here at Ithaca College seems .as Peter Braun for his artwork, Jeff · 
tions. If we as students continue though it would be easy enough Ketcham for his photography, 
to be content with this easy way to master, yet it will evidently and Dave Elliott for his inspira-
out,. things will remain as al- , require somewhat of a conscien- tion. We·are truly indebted to 
ways. · On the other hand we tious effort. \\:'e can begin_ by the many people who gave_ their 
might consider the potential that simply looking up and. being help, without which our victory 
exists for improving our situa- more optomistic. At the same would have been impossible. 
SPORTS EDITOR .... PETE TALBOT 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR ... CARYN PICKER 
PHOTO EDITOR .... FRANK SELLERS 
ADVERTISING MANAGER. ... DOUG LANDBACK 
BILLING MANAGER. ... DAVID SMITH 
• BUSINESS MANAGER .... RICHARD MORSE 
I 
WRITERS: ELLEN BLICKMAN, TIM CALLA· 
GHAN, REBECCA DAVIDSON, -NANCY IM-
BURG, DAVE HESTON, DEBORAH KATZ, 
JOANNE MALBIN, GEORGE- MEREDITH,- ON· 
SKI, LAURIE ROSENBLA1T, BRUCE SAFFORD, 
JAY SNIDER, PRESTON I STEWART, ROBERT 
TAUB 
ADVERTISING: MARCY DAVIS, STEVE HARF, 
GARY _KAPLAN. ROB NELSON, RIVA WEIN~ 
STEIN, CINDY SCHWARTZ 
SPORTS: DAN HURLBERT, MARY KOZEY, REID 
~ALMARK 
• • I 
PHOTOS: BRUCE M0ROS0HK. MARK MUMP-
TON, AUDREY WEISS, CHUCK RITER 
STAFF: LIZ BICHE, . VICKI COX, Be:n;Y N~ 
GLOWS, LINDA SANFORD, KEN YALE 
·: 
-, 
tion and , thereby improving time we must have enough Next year when you have an 
Ithaca College. respect for ourselves and those idea or a problem, bring it to the 
. There are many areas on around us to realize that we can student government office and 
campus and off campus, where be doing more than we are now we will get to work on it. As I 
we as a group of 4000 young men to better our situation. If we -· have said, many of .our·ideas are 
and women can have a voice and wish to be respected we must. feasible, they simply require a 
accomplish something. Iri areas learn to respect ourselves and little effort on our part. I and the 
such' as communicating better those around us. We must.also other members of the Edent 
with the administration, student not be hesitant to be_ concerned · Express are ve!'Y much Jooking 
advising, and having input irito with the well-being .of Ithaca .forward to initiating quite a bit .ot 
, academic decisions, Where there -College, for if we can 6etter our s change for the . better aro.1JDd 
is cerfainly ·room for improve- school, it will be better for.us. I .here, but we.cannot'do it alone.· 
- ment, it is up to us as students to believe - with a little ,.optimism ,We need your' help, ideas, and 
take the initiative.: The adminis- there is no end to what·we can do problems'~ So have. -a good-
tration it· seems is largely. : with this school whic~. has. so· . summer· and please come see us 
content with 'the present situa• . much going for . it, but is . not in the fall - .and when someone 
tions\in lll1!ny such areas. This going so far. - , ._ .· · asks ·you if you go the· Itbaca 
, does not mean that improvem~nt · ~ I would.. like· to·: take 'this . College don't just say, "Yeeh, I 
in· tb,ese areas is impossible; it' opportunity.on behalf of myself go to Ithaca " "You better 
·. merely requires that we give a and my ·running ·mates to thank· believe it." .. ~ 
·certain. amount _of attention,,. to the st!!de_nt body ro.r el~ting us 
.. . . - ' ......... 
., 
(' 
·.; 
. ·~ . ' ' 
,!· .-~ ' . ;,,. 
'- The Revolt Against C~llege 
r . . . . 
. By Maur_ic~ R. Berube 
. . 
Thefollowing article is one artument in a debate 
in the April"J5th edition of Commonweal Magazine 
on the topic of·: '1s coUege worthwhile?" The 
opposing side was written by Columbia professor, 
Rober{ G<rrkam Davis. 
The declining-value of a college degree · 
Our most·· cherish~d beliefs. -on the efficacy of 
education· are under seve~ cha1lenge. Historically. 
we have agreed with Horace Mann:s. axiom that .· 
education was the "great equalizer of the conditions_ 
of man" which "does better than to disarm -the poor -
of their hostility towards-the rich: it preventsbei!)g_ 
poor." Now, that_ pr«>P,Ositiori is under siege _from 
economists, _feminists, and even some edu~tors. · 
one-half ·aspiring public school teachers for every Harold Howe II, former U.S. -Commissioner of 
teaching Job, and -ten Ph.D.'s for every college """ Education and presently vice president of the 
teaching'-job. · · '"'---- Division of Education and Research- of the Ford 
College students worried about employment Foundation,, summed up this position: CoUege 
have se~ their sights- on the professions: law, critics, he stated, have overlooked "the contnlm-
medicine, ~entistry. lJntilrecently, the surge to be tion-or advanced education to the personal lives of 
- admitted to these professional schools - was American citizens and its contribution to their lives 
unusually strong. Now there has. been · a as active citizens of our republic." -
slackening.-brought about, in part, by ihe intense Howe's main argument is based on studies that 
competition, discouraging ·applicants. In medicine, show that college graduates participate politically 
there are.16,000 openings for approximately 45,000 at a high rate, especially in voting for political 
applicants, --nine· out or ten of whom are candidates. Other strdies, including one on which I 
academically qualified for admission. But- that worked, sh9wed that the poor and uneducated ·are 
situation is somewhat artificial, since-1he medical not as. apathetic as the middle class presumes, 
establishment, particularly the American Medical -- when they are given opportunities and roles 
Association, has sought to create a shortage in _ whereby their efforts can affect public policy. 
order to maintain high income for doctors. At one Moreover, one can legitimately question the 
i' .. 
This coµnterattack to prevailing opinion ques-
tions the social mobility inherent in -a college 
education. And that criticism could not have been 
more timely. The recession of_ the seventies has 
also affected college graduates and diminished· the 
value of a degree;/large-scale unemployment bas 
threatened the college . ~egree as an essential 
time a doctor.'s income was not particularly high, quality of th!! participation or the college-educated 
especially during the twenties when lawyers made middle class; it must be remembered that the · 
more; now doctors have the highest national conservative President Ford received the "enlight-
median income, over $45,000.a year. Nevertheless, ened" votes of a good majority of the college-edu-
the medical profession has, had to supplement its cated. There is no doubting that for some, as 
corps with foreign,born doctors who now account Caroline Bird concedes, college has distinct 
for nearly a fourth of all doctors in this country. - advantages for personal growth_. But they are the 
. passport to the middle class. Consequently, many 
youngsters are rethinking . the prospect of 
attending college. . In the past eight years, the 
proportion of college-age youngsters attending has 
dropped from 44 percent to 33 percent. 
Youngsters are bombarded by the m~s media 
about the limitations of the college degree and th~ 
economic casualties of the recession. Newsweek 
asks "Who Needs College?". Television debated 
the merits or college-going. And economists point 
to the shrinking economic' value or the sheepskin. 
In 1969, a college graduate had a 24 percent 
monetary'advantage in starting salary over other 
workers; by 1976, ~hat advantage plunged to 6 
percent. Lifetime earnings for college graduates 
were 11 percent over other workers in 1969; five 
years later ... that advantage would be calculated at 7 
percent. College,. Caroline Bird concluded in The 
Case /4gainst College, could well be "the dumbest 
investment you can make."_ Instead, she advises 
youngsters to invesf the price of a college education 
in a bank. 
Students have applied to law schools averaging happy few. My own experience the past few years 
110,000 a year; a 116 percent increase between teaching in a college with exceptionally bright and 
1969-1971 alone. And graduates of business motivated stud~nts (Queens College of City 
schools, with Masters·tn Business Administration, University of New York) is that a handful of 
have found ·high-paying opportunities_ along with students pursue a lifelong interest in intellectual 
the professionals. .. concerns. Moreover, it has always mystified me 
What is perhaps· more distressing is that many why so shamefully few college graduates read 
Moreover, the economi has adversely influenced 
graduate education. Most Ph.D.. programs are 
self-serving; their purpose is to train and 
reproduce scholars· for the academy. But, 
education is no longer a growth industry as the 
baby boom of World ,War II has ma~ured, and 
adults are having children barely enougli to replace-· 
themselves -· zero population· growth. As a result, 
there are fewer students in the schools and 
coUeges. ·At present, however, there are too many 
prospective teachers-of those students: two and 
col~ege graduates are performing work far below serious intellectual journals such as this one. I 
their capabilities. In the language of educators, conclude that for the vast majority of youngsters 
they are "underemployed." Estimates_of overqual- college means mainly economic and social mobility. 
ification vary. One survey by the Univ:ersity of More to the point, as fellow radicaly have pointed 
Michigan's Research Center conservatively ..states out, the college experience has been conformist for 
that 27 percent or the country's workers are the most part, indoctrinating youngsters into a 
overqualified. The United States Depart~ent of reverence for the status quo. The New Left 
Labor places that figure at 35 percent. Myron radicals of the sixties were acting out the deferred 
Clark,- past president of the Society for the dreams of their liberal parents, as Kenneth 
Advancement of Management.- has a figure of 80 Kenniston pointed out, rather than from the 
percent. Whatever the percentage it is clearly too intellectual independence of their colleges or 
high. · · professors, who proved to be more conservative 
than their administrations. The radical or 
Educators' Response extremely liberal professor has historically been 
The response of educators to the recession and to 
the critics of college has been disappointingly 
defensive and confused. Leading educational 
advocates seem unable to confront the realities of 
the recession. ·This is a most" appropriat_e time to 
re-examine and redefine tlie mission of the 
academy. Insteaa, colleges go on over-producing 
academic sp~cialists in· declining fields. At best, 
the educational establishment retreats to the 
position that. a college education instills personal 
vah1es virtually unobtainable elsewhere; a proposi-
tion that does not strike me as being self-evident. 
held suspect by colleagues, and educational history 
is replete with the lack of academic freedom for 
these people. There has been some breathing'room 
with a small influx of liberal and New Lertish 
instructors from the sixties on faculties and the 
· addition of courses such as Blal:k Studi~s that have 
some element of social change: But I do not think 
that the college experience has especial "personal 
value" unless it starts to stress .the reconstruction 
of the social order rather than just maintaining the 
present system. 
Nevertheless, it would be unfair to wholly blame 
con't on pg, 16 
SUMMER JOBS 
Will you hav~ a job this .summer? If not, maybe you 
should take ad\tD1\tage of TCJ•s summ~r session to acquire -
skills which will make your degree more· marketable after 
graduation. 
Or maybe you should° attend slimmer school to speed 
up your progress toward ·a degree by taking s_ome liberal 
arts requirements. 
· Or maybe you'd like to take a course-or two for personal 
enjoyment, or to meet people; something to fill those idle 
hours. 
You can do all these things at Tompkins Cortland 
Community.College in Dryden, a climate controlled_ campus 
with a concerned faculty and _small summer c~asses. 
All tt1is is just $22 per credit hour with a residency 
certificate from any New York State county. 
C, 'fomP,liins- Cortland 
I • •' ' '• ' • ' 
Community College 
. ' -
.: .. _ 
I, 
'.lhe: -:afford.able ' . summer school 
... 
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.... , ... ', - I 
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the Past.· MUSIC ' . . ' ··.·· ...... ·. . 
by Ellen BUelo:nau · 
Four medievalists, dressed in · 
proper formal garb, dined in the 
Union cafeteria Tuesday night. 
When (frequently) asked: "What 
are you doing?". They explained 
that their unusual attire and 
table ·setting(silver goblets and 
NOTES· ~~COIDtf 
SATURDAY . By~Callaghan. ' 
. eandlelabra on a linen 'cloth) was 
a publicity effort to promote The 
Renaissance fair at Cornell's 
Risley Residential ColJege. 
The fair will begin at noon on 
May 7th, with· the traditional 
parade from Willard Straight 
Hall to Risley, and will go on 
through the evening. 
Various events during the day 
will include: a crafts fair, asword fighti~g by members of 
medieval feast, the Errol Flynn the society for creative ana-
Classic of Robin Hood; a fire chronism. Musicai' interludes will 
juggler; mimes and minstral be provided by: Recorder Con-
wanderers; ~n exhibition of sort FANSMITH; musica 
FIRST 
llSSEMBLY 
OF GQD 
520 W. Seneca St. 
Rev. Richard J. Thomas 
77:>-5313 
Liul«· Blue Bus At. 
Flue PMe 9:;io AM 
.... •., 
~unduys 
SBIVJCES 
!lunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Evening Service 7 p.m. 
.J)o )''o,! /( IIOU' 
( :/1 ri:-11'.'.'ltr-.- Just 
..1/mut·/lim? 
Antiqua . of Syracuse; 
Frostwater; Morristown Renai-
ssance Ensemble; Acapela Choir; 
and Brass Quior. There will be 
cameo appearances by Queen 
Elizabeth; Joan,of Arc, and Lady 
Godiva. Guest lecturers will 
include: Galileo, Palestrina, and 
Machiavelli, and at 8:15 there 
will be a performance of The 
Tempest. 
All events will be free except 
the play and the feast. 
Anyone wishing to participate 
in the festivities should contact 
committee chairperson Arthur 
Samplaski at 256-1676 or, c,n 
campus, Sue Safton at. x513. 
SOUTHWEST· 
IMPORTS 
American Indian 
Arts an~ Crafts 
AuthehtJc 
Indian Jewelry 
Dewitt Mall 
277-4916 
/ 
JAZZ: 
EnMasse 
Saturday . afternoon from 12 
noon and on into the evening the 
mellow sounds. of jazz will be· 
heard on lower. campus. . The 
People's Committee for Jap: and 
Student Congress under the 
direction of Jon Kolbert and 
Dennis Burrows will innundate 
us behind the Union. · · 
An exciting grouping of I.C. 
students and bands will be 
organizing their talents for our ' 
benefit. The line up is made up 
of . some familiar and not so 
familiar names, faces and tunes. 
Both Ithaca College Jazz En-
sembles will perform. Jon 
Kolbert · on saxaphone and a 
specially constr~cted band of 
Colin Spence o~ bass, Peter 
Devine on , guitar, and Gene 
Roberts on vocals will play. 
Then the Dan. Morris Trio of. 
Simeon's - fame will perform. ' 
the trio is Dan Morris on bass 
and Flugle horn, Cliff Spencer on 
keyboard and Andy Sweetzer on 
percussion. the Michael Watkins 
Quartet and also a Cornell 
oriented jazz. band will play. 
There will be plenty of guest 
performers and all those con-
cerned weem to be very excited 
an~;are devoting ~he -day_.~o jaz~ 
at 1ts best. . ' ;! ,. 1 
So if you're in the ar~a - be.hind 
the Union Saturday afternoon 
from 12 on the Jazz will be 
flowing. The concert is free and 
to the public. Come and enjoy. 
The Downtown 
merchants want to wish. you 
a fine summer and what 
better way than to cut back 
our prices, before you run. 
Come Downtown and grab 
these incredible savings all 
day Saturday. . 
How can you lose, so 
cut and run Downtown. 
It's only 
Commonssense. 
/· 
And it appears that -Ithaca College is not alone 
in failing to place its graduates in suitable work. 
Cornell, our little sister school, has recently 
ordered an extensive re-evaluation study of their 
famous Hotel and Restaurant school. An· initial 
report by their Career Planning Office found that a 
substantial portion ·or the Hotel school graduates 
could not find quality wo_rk in their field and are 
presently woi;-king on the serving line at Ithaca 
College's Saga Service. 
Sources in the Health Center report that . the 
campus Pub, under direct orders from- Dr. 
Hammond, has been serving beer and wine lac_ed 
with saltpeter.- a substance found to diminish the~ 
sex·ual drive of human·~·- Hammond issued the 
silent directive after reading a comprehensive 
report for March which indicated that cases of 
Veneral dise~se has risen 29 percent. 
A HIGH RANKING official of President 
Whalen's staff was overheard in. a mensroom 
conversation to say that the inclement rain which 
swamped last weekend's beer blasts and picnic's 
was the sole doing of the Administration. Critizing 
the idea of a final weekend of .parties, he sent his 
assistant Walter Borton to the Cornell Meterologi-
cal Service to obtain information on seeding the 
clouds above· the college. And thus he went off, 
Rus · Pe.rialas piloting the President's personal 
plane-Job 1- and Mr. Borton gingerly sprinkling 
the clouds above the campus with rain inducing 
pellets. 
Monday night is the first and last meeting of 
the Ithaca College Suicide Club. The clu.,b is made 
up of seven hopelessly despondent pre-med majors 
who have scored miserably on their Meat's. (The 
test which gets them into medical school) . 
Wednesday night is their first planned activity: l\ 
jump or dive contest off of the West Tower. 
Minutes for the meeting were taken by th_e cl~b's 
only full-time·member, the secretary. ' · 
I .- •'> ,.). ' • '•.-,..-:,.;;,•:.·:'-.:,. 
: . ' , . , :._ '.-\' . ' :·." ... 
The Cornell Jazz Ensemble's Sunday Night Jazz 
Rand presents: 
..Jazz at Noon" 
Monday May 2 in the Willard Straight Mem_orial 
\ Room. - The concert will- feature the music of 
Maynard Ferguson, Count Basi.e; R~y Brown, Stan 
Kenton, Clark Terry and Duke Elhng!,o~ and the 
performance is free and open to the public. 
Dear Lois, . 
HICKEY'S 
201 S. Tioga St. 
'Ithaca, N.Y. 
272-8262 
THE 
Music Store 
Best of luck to you on your 
foriegn assignment. I'm sure the 
world will treat you well; accept 
it for what it's worth, and don't 
be afraid to assert your own 
identity, l hope you keep up 
your writing ~eer, and some-
day return to brighten. up· an 
otherwise drab office, 
MAYER'S , 
SMO·KE SHOP. 
Foot Of Aurora Street f:till 
All Smoker's . Supplies 
Paperbound Books 
Magazines 
',· 
-Newspapers 
\ 
-Clark 
,.' 
, 
·- ....... 1-
WE GEt.vo'uR 
HEAD 
TOGETHER 
~'-I- FEATURING I REDKEN _ 272-so92 1 FOR MEN. & WOMEN 
- PRODUCTS (Free PatiingJ 
213-234l _ the.big wheel 213-2341 
· - . WINABIKEr · 
Come to our store and·si·en UP .to win a nice •. 
·new.shin~ Uiscount Sebrin!! 10 speed. One of 
. the -hottest sellina l!ikes on the market! 
CHECK OUT TH'fSE FEATURES: 
- * Lie ht-. weieht r onb,_ 28 lbs.) . 
*AIJoy cotterless· cranks . . 
~himan_o ~oo bu~~ and detailleurs 
. * Hish Pressur~ tires · 
· · Come. and·· see ·it- today and::·sien ui> for Your 
. chance:,.fo win~The-bike.·will ·be. eiven awa~ o 
_unda,~ Ma~ 1st. on R.ecolle~.tions on WICB-F 
... 101.Driden .Raad (between ·Coll ae· Ave./& .Eddi. S,t.l- · 
·ti; . .-"f~·-, •.,,c ~- _,-;' ·:.'· i•''''' -- the Jdaaaa, AprD .28,1977 pa&e 7 
::a1LL Y J'O~E[' , 
Everyone seems to be saying "'l'hank you" to Billy 
Joel. I can only say, the same. 
Billy Joel gave a very inspiring concert last 
weekend. He proved to all of us who attended that 
his talents out-reached those of just a piano man. 
His songs, which one member of the audience 
d~ermined in full dry "their all hits!" were 
intermingled with lively, humorous monologues. 
In setting the mood for his hit single "New York 
State of Mind" Joel perfectly portrayed the typical 
yet loving night club performer. 
The first time I saw Billy Joel perform was 
four years ago at the renowned Max's Kansas City. 
His repetoire has grown tremendously and his 
adept band was only an asset. Ee.ch one in his own 
respect adding to the following musicality of the 
show. 
It is to the audiences credit that Billy Joel 
came back to do fourencores. I truely beleive he 
·enjoyed himself as much as the sold-out crowd that 
filled the gym Saturday night. Thank you to the 
I.C. Bureau of Concerts for a great choice in 
booking and thanks , Billy. 
Nixon Interviews 
One of the most significant events in 
hroadcasting history will occur when David Frpst 
interviews the 37th president of the U.S .. Richard 
M. Nixon. These 90-minute WVBR News 
Exclusive Specials will be broadcast at 7:30 pm on 
May 4; 12, 19, and 25, 1977. The Mutual Broadcast 
System (who is handling the series nationally) will 
follow each interview with a 30-minute roundtable 
discussion, featuring nationally known commenta-
tors and columnists Jack Anderson and Jeffrey St. 
John. 
After almost three years of silence, Richard 
Milhous Nixon will speak publicly for the first time 
since his final days,.the resignation, the pardon, his 
near-fatal illness and the controversial trip to 
China. 
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H_ave you ever seen a plaster-
filled cordom? If your answer to 
this question is "no'.'. you may at 
least be interested iri. seeing one. 
You might even have the oppor.-
t.unity to <lo so this Friday at 
Charles MacArthur's Alternative 
Energy Exhibit. 
As part of their Spring Week 
activities the Office of Campus 
Activities and Student Activities 
Roar.d are sponsoring an all day 
program which will display 
MacArhtur's numerous conser-
vation devices, from an electric 
· motorcycle to a "bicentenniat 
loincloth". MacArthur will be 
available to talk with all inter-
(•-;t.ed observers in . front of 
l•:ghert Union from 10 a.m. until 
4 ·p.m. tomorrow. During this 
time his inventions and those of 
~ome of his colleagues will be set 
up for observation,. and even 
some trial runs. From 12:30-1 :30 
Quality CuGtom 
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15Y~~ence 
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Stickmen Assured Of Simpson, Connolly 
B_ad_minton Champs 
by Reid Wal mark 
Winnin~ Season 
ITHACA. . . Championship 
honors in the first Ithaca College 
Badminton Tournament, held 
recently at Light Gym, were won 
by a pair of faculty members 
from the College's School of 
Health, Physical Educat'ion and 
Recreation. 
man, Departmf'nt of Rr·ITeation 
at Ithaca, won 1 'i,-, men's 
championship with a ki-11 15-9 
triumph over Paul MrBride, an 
as,·)ciate r p,,f!'c;c;or of history at 
the Colleg1; Th· rd pla1'(• was won 
Their fate is sealed. The 
Bomber lacrof-.sers will atlain an 
eleventh consecutive winning 
season. By no means though, 
will the Blue and Gold relax 
when a possible 10-3 record is on 
the horizon. Vicrories in their 
three remaining games could 
result in a national ranking. This 
prestigious achievement would 
he a most gratifing conclusion for 
the hard-working IC lacrosse 
team. 
Senior co-captains Tim Collins 
and Frank Caufield will lead the 
Ithacans against St. Lawrence in 
IC's biggest game of the year on 
Friday. Saturday, Ithaca will 
complete their 'North Country' 
tour with a contest versus 
Clarkson in Potsdam, New York. 
The season finale is Tuesday 
when the Bombers host Hart-
wick College. 
Of the last three games on 
Ithaca's· schedule, only St. Law-
rence presents a stiff challenge. 
Clarkson is an unknown quantity 
and Hartwick is in the struggling 
category. 
Varsity coach, Bill Ware, 
evaluates the Blue and Gold's 
'key game' with St. Lawrence: 
"It'll be tough up there on their 
home ground. They blew us out 
here last year 16-5. They're an 
experienced club with fourteen 
seniors. We're going to have to 
shut off their fast break - our 
middies have got to get back on 
defense. And we can't take very 
many penalties at all because 
they have the best extra-man 
we'll face this year."$ 
Last Saturday in Ithaca, the 
varsity stickmen extended their 
undefeated streak to three 
games with a hard-fought 7-4 win 
over R.P.I. After the game was 
ltied at four-a-piece, IC came out 
like gang-busters to score three 
unanswered goals. During this 
explosion, crease-attackman To-
ny Griffo registered two of his 
three goals of the day. Accord-
ing to Coach Ware, Griffo, a 
sophomore, "has come a long 
way." "He's super on ground 
balls and overall is a good crease 
man," added the coach. 
In analysis of Ithaca's perfor-
mance against their weaker 
opponent, the coach commented, 
"We weren't mentally up for 
R.P.l. We seem to play on the 
level of the club we're playing. 
Our defense is still playing 
tough; we've allowed no more 
• Professional Actors (Salary. SUl()/wk plus 
room for six weeks.) 
• Theatr«: Technicians. Administrators, Costumer.,, Directors 
& Designers (Salary dependent on qualifications and interview.) 
• Apprentices (No salar)'. You pay 'for up to six college credits while 
performing and working with professional company. High school juniors 
and tollcge students over I(, eligible.) 
Summer Season: June 20 through July 31 for Professional Company 
June 27 through July 31 for Apprentices. 
Minimum of four major contcn:iporary product10ns. 
Audition Dates: On Aclelphr Campw. Sat.. M,1y 14 & Sat .. :Mav 21 
Manha11arz: Thurs., May 19 & Fri .. May 20 · 
To Make Auditmnt Interview Appointment 
Call: Bill Bak.er, (516) 294-8700 ext. 7637 
than seven goals when we've 
won." · 
Monday, t.he Bombers were 
overcome by the nation's third 
rated college division squad 
Cortland State. Twelve to eight 
was the score but a one or two 
goal margin was more indicative 
of the play. Take into account 
that two of Tony Griffo's shots 
hit the pipes. Regard the fact 
that Bill Shatz put in a rebound 
off of the goalie's chest that was 
disallowed because the play was 
whistled dead. And take into 
acc.ount that CSU's last goal was 
a result of IC's gamble in the last 
thirty seconds by double teaming 
the ball. 
Winner of the Women's 
Championship was Mary 
Connolly, an instuctor on the 
Health, Physical Education staff 
and women's basketball coach. 
Connolly defeated Laurie Green-
berg 4-11, 11-7, 11-8 to win the 
women's title. Third place in the 
women's championship competi-
tion was won by Karen Root with 
an 11-6, 5-11, 11-8 win over 
Darryl Patanian. 
Dr. Ronald Simpson, chair-
by Ken Bia,-,, :,aw., 1 15-13, 
15-8 win 0\ ' : )aviu ,·. 
The chamr · _:is will e their 
names engra·:1:d on aµ. rmanent 
plaque to be ,lisplayed i the Hill 
Physical Education Center. The 
plaque, known as thP. Harold 
Allen Award, honors t>;e Ithaca 
College honorary tr• ·· · ·P. from 
Great Neck, Long fri,rnd, who 
has long supported ,,, ,·.Ietics at 
Ithaca. 
Open to all badminton en-
thusiasts throughout the Ithaca 
area, the tournament will be held 
annually. 
Again in defeat, the Blue and 
Gold's "ingredients to success" 
presented the Red Dragons with 
an oversized problem. The 
,deadly duo of face-off artists Aps 
Kinnan and Harry Moss captured 
17 of the 26 face-offs. Goal 
tender Curt Westergard was 
super in and out of the crease as 
he saved 28 shots. When a 
Bomber defender's stick was 
ruled advantage. The result of 
Track.4-4 
Again in ·defeat, the Blue 
and Gold's "ingredients to suc-
cess" presented the Red Dragons 
with an oversized problem. The 
deadly duo of face-off artists Aps 
Kinnan and Harry Moss captured 
17 of the 26 face-offa. Goal 
tender Curt Westergard was 
super in and out of the crease as 
he saved 28 shots. When a 
Bomber defender's stick was 
ruled illegal Cortland had a three 
minute (no-release) man advan-
tage. The result· of CSU's 
advantage: one man-up score for 
9ortland and a man-down goal by 
Aps Kinnan. Coach Ware said 
Ithaca's effort during the penalty 
was, "what kept us in the rest of 
the game." 
In pre-maturely reviewing 
the year, these athletes seem 
deserving of all-conference re-
cognition: John- Reisman, Tim 
Collins, and Frank Caufield at 
midfield. It's been a successful 
year. Only to what degree-is the 
qm•stion to be answered. 
byReidWalmark 
The Ithaca College track and 
field team won two of its last 
three meets. Their final won-lost 
record is a most respectable four 
up and four down. Saturday in 
Geneva, New York, I.C. scored 
an exciting 76-66 victory over the 
Statesmen. In Brockport on 
Tuesday, the score of the tri-
meet was, Brockport State 103-
Ithaca 60- Niagra University 26. 
The slim ten point difference 
was a product of the Bombers' 
domination of the field events 
and a few important placings in 
t~e running events. Dynamo, 
Jim Cromer, captured three 
firsts and two seconds and Jack 
Donachie took both hurdle races. 
Together they scored almost half 
of the team's points. Ithaca 
swept. the shotput, high jump, 
and discus, taking all nine points 
in each event. Rick- Jordan, 
Doyle Chatham, and Ira "Skip" 
Rubin1;,tein threw well in the 
shot, discus, and javelin 
respectively. 
In Brockport on Tuesday, I.C. 
managed to do well even though 
Brockport State and Niagara had 
larger sq1:1ads. In fact, only a lack · 
of depth prevented the lthacans 
from subdtiei1J1? BrockDQrt. 
'4 ..... ~).. "' .!"-
·Char Pit ,. l, }, 
restaura·nt. 
~teaks & ch<;>ps 
,, 
y 
,. 
.elmira road 273-0777 t 
. across from Grand Union 
~ 
oannon Yoeurt Sale 3 For $1 
Sandwhich Or The-Da)I 93' 
oannY-Yo Soft Frozen Yoeurt 
Coach Tyler explains, "In com-
parison with the other two 
teams, especially Brockport who 
I expected to be extremely 
tough, we had a much smaller 
squad. However, we took seven 
firsts overall. With any depth we 
would've given them a run for -
their money." 
There WP,re severdl bright 
performances Tuesday. Jack 
Donachie had a personal best in 
the 440 yard intermediate 
hurdles with a time of 58.8. Rick 
Jordan in placing second in the 
shot broke his personal t"ecord 
with a 46 feet-plus toss. The mile 
relay had its top showing with a 
3:35.9 time.- The 4xl10 or 440 
relay was doing very \\ ell before 
the dread,·<l relay disease-
dropped batori- occured. Donny 
Handler, a recruit from track and 
field skills class had µrogressed 
enough' to place. 
Saturday ,,t R.P.I. a number of 
I(' tracksters will corr1pete in the 
I.C.A.C. championsh1;, ·. Here is 
Coach Tyl('rs expectations. "By 
last year's championship perfor-
mances: I think Rick ,r.,rdan has 
a chance to place high , 11 the shot 
put. In the long i mp, Jim 
Cromer has a good shot at first or 
second place and Ste\'e Harvey 
might place. Jim also has a 
chance to finish in the lower 
~hree of the placers i' the high 
Jump. The same hold· . rue with 
Skip Rubinstein in th,· javelin. 
In the high hurdles, ,1 ack Dona-
chie will be a strong contender 
for first or secon·d. Dave Cross in 
the .440 ·has a chance at placing; 
so does Kip Konig ':<>rg who 
we're movwg'to thb; _;·e, he has 
the potential. The ,1ile relay 
should be competitive. And Jim 
Cromer is a strong contender to 
. place in the triple jur'lp." 
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The Year That Was: Deans, 
BoycQtts and Color To Vo Cameras 
Baker. Nite Court. Keshishoglou. 
These are the issues that seem to 
have provoked student interest the most 
this year. Of the three, only the Nite 
Court situation was substantially altereg 
hy the student response. The other two 
cases seem to have become static at this 
point. after various bureaucracies within 
the College successfully suffocated stu· 
dent flames with their deadly weight. 
In addition to these subjects, numer-
ous other issues nickered through stu-
dent minds, ranging from the pettiness of 
campus politics to the new rules which 
curtail their social habits during exam 
weeks. The year also brought into focus 
the r(.')ationship between the administra-
tion. with President Whalen now comple-
ting his second year at IC, and the 
faculty. The emerging points of conflict 
hl'tween the two groups center around 
per!-.onnt•l practices, with tenure being 
the hig point in question. 
Re accreditation 
Another event which dominated the 
!-.cht•dules of some people on campus _this 
vt•ar was the reaccreditation of the 
c:ollege. After numerous reports, investi-
gations, and a three day visit by four 
diffl•rent teams. a report was returned to 
tht> Collt>ge community which told us that 
Ithaca College is- a much stronger 
in!-.titution than most people think, and it 
wt>nt on to highlight the various weak-
m·s!-.l'S and strengths of the school. One 
note of controversv contaim:d in the 
report was that p~ragraph which said 
that tht• "members of the team were 
.,hocked to learn that" there are students 
particit>uling on tenure decisions with the 
same ·voting power as faculty members. 
Thi!-. caused the local AAUP chapter to 
smill· with approval, and the Student 
Government Executive Board to issue a 
<;tatt•ment warning the administration 
that students· would fight any-cutback in 
their participation rights. 
On A Hot Note 
As students· returned to campus in 
the fall, many were outraged by the news 
that Whalen had fired Humanities and 
Sciences dean Theodore Raker. Although 
Raker had signed a one year contract 
with the Colltge in April of last year, he 
was fired on June 23, receiving what 
Whalen called a "one·vear terminal leave 
of absence_" This mea~t that Baker would 
ht•.paid for the period which his contract 
roVl'red. hut was to he dismissed of all 
administrative -dutjes -as quickly as 
possible. 
too hard ahout the Baker firing was the 
g<'m•ral satisfaction with the appointment 
of History professor Tom Longin as 
Rakl·r·s replacement. Al though Longin 
\1 orked through the year with the title of 
acting Dean of Humanities and Sciences, 
a <;parch committee recently .recommen-
dl·d that he be given the job on a 
perrpanent basis, and Whalen was in full 
agn•ement. . 
Un fortunately, the Provost search 
committee to replace Frank Darrow 
didn"t meet with the same satisfactory 
re!-.ulsts. Darrow announced his resigna-
tion last spring, and a search COl]lmittee 
\\ as formed at that time with the hope of 
having a new Provost by the fall. This 
committ~e failed to find any suitable 
applicants, however, so Whalen appoin-
t,•d History Professor Frank Falcone to 
th<· post of Assistant Provost, and 
Falcone moved into Darrow's office on 
what was to be a temporary basis. 
Throughout the year · the ·Provost 
search committee again tried to find a 
ljUalified Provost, hut no one seemed to 
meet Whalen's standards for the joh, and 
the search committee concluded its work 
empty handed, and Falcone became the 
·acting Provost.' Whalen had rejected the 
one name sent to him hy the committee, 
and the latest word is that the Provost , 
joh may he abolished in favor of a Vice 
Presidt•nt of Academics. 
Burn Dowri 
The Disco' 
What angered people the most about 
thi~ incident was not the firing itself, 
although many people on campus were 
upset to see Baker leave;-but the manner 
in which Whalen handled the incident . .An Another event which happened while 
explanation or the reasons !'hich led him most ~tuderits were home for the sfimmer 
to make the decision was never offered, was the opening of Nile Court downtown, 
and tqe talk of a "terminal leave of or •·u new world or entertainment'-'; as 
absence" was received as an insultin_g .owner Lou·-·cataldo. _proclaimed .. his 
way of beating around the bush, by most ~ontri_bution to ~he curr~nt disc~- craze 
peQple. . . mfectm~ th.e nat1op. The entertiunment 
_ Perhaps the one thing that ,kept melted m1? controversy-, however, wh~n 
students and irate faculty from protesting · Cataldo bad a number-~£ people bounced 
I- . 
on various nights for "same sex touching" 
and ht>fore long the local gay community 
proclaimed a boycott or'Nite Court and 
was picketing the establishment on· a 
n•gular hasis, in spite of consistent 
harassment and P,hysical abuse from area 
pt•op)P who were strongly opposed to any 
a'>sPrtion of gay people's rights. 
Come November 
Throughout the fall the boycott 
rontinued, with some Ithaca College 
o;tudents choosing to ignore it and. 
patronize Nite Court, and numerous 
othl•rs in full support of the gay people. 
Come November, the Senior Class 
officers who are responsible for organi-
zing the annual 2_00 Days Party selected 
Nit.c• Court as the site of the event. This 
art ion was met with anger and disgust .hy 
thm,c !-.tudents supporting the boycott. 
ThP intensit.v of the.situation reachel:i the 
point where the 200th day before 
graduation came and went without a 
party. The Senior Clas~ officers finally 
gav1• up on the Nite Court idea and 
1lecided to hold a 177 Days Party'· at a 
.diff Prent location instead. 
/\t this po'int the issue quietelJ down 
for a while: the boycott continued, with 
those who chose to respect it doing so, 
and.vice versa. Things heated up again in 
early February, though, when the Senior 
( '.lass officers ignored the hitter reaction 
from the fall and once again,scheduled a 
S1•nior activity at Nite Court, this time a 
dinner buffet. The Executive Board 
immediately announced that they would 
not allow student funds to he used at Nite 
: Court, since they felt 1t would not he fair 
to students that supported the boycott to 
have their funds be used against them. · 
· · When word of this refusal to sign the 
Senior Class check request reached 
Student Congress, the member,s of 
Congress indicated their disapproval by 
-refu!>ing to pass a motion which would 
have cancelled the buffet. Alarmed and 
•J ,, 
-_ r' 
di!-.turbcd hv this defeat, the Executivl' 
Rourd succ~eded in packing. a special 
meeting of Congress latl;!r in the week 
with supporters of the boyrott, thus 
preventing the group from ovl'rriding the 
noard's veto of the check request. 
This was a tremendous victory for 
the !-.Upporters of the Nite Court boycott, 
and the boycott came to an end shortly 
thercaftl·r when the State's Human 
Rights Division ruled that there was 
prohahle cause to helieve that Nitc Court 
was guilty of unlawfully discriminating 
against gay people, and Cataldo was 
forced to make amends. 
Things continued to go had for the 
Sl•nior Class officers, however. With the 
hovcott over. their huff et went on as 
scheduled. and proved to be a miserable 
Communications 
, The most drawn out debate to occupy 
thl• pages of the Ithacan this year has 
ht•1•n thl· one surrounding the School of 
Communications. Questions began to he 
askc1I ahout the academic practic;es of the 
· srhool wht•n two professors were denied 
tl'nure in controversial decisions, two 
tl'aehing positions were filled only at the 
last minutl> hcfore the start of the fall 
:-1•m1•!-.t<'r, and a large amount of money 
was "Jll'nt on a third color television 
1·amera. 
While r-;ome student!-. claimed Ithaca 
CollegP has the hest communications 
sl·hool in the universe, others argued that 
th1•y thought the curriculum wa!-. stale, 
unstimulating, and stining to ~reativity: 
Some o[ the actions of Dean John 
K1•!-.hishoglou also cam~ under 11uestion, 
thl· mo!-.l alarming heing thl• .11legation 
that !-.tudmt Trustee 8am Shmiklt•r, who 
is a TV-R major, was being -givt•n the 
!-.ilt·nt treatrmmt under orders from 
K<•shbhoglou since he rdused to lobby 
for the School of Cominunirations during 
Board meetings. Keshishoglou said that 
h1• was unaware of such actions, and 
Shmiklcr declined further comment on 
th1• issue. 
Letters to the Editor 
In the weeks· that followed, the, 
· Letters to the Editor column was full of 
comments on the suhject. with Keshish-
oglou himself responding in February. ln 
. response to Keshh.hoglou's lt•tter an IC 
student wrote and said the School of 
Communications was guilty of training 
!-.tudents to work in an industry that 
"warps and perverts the minds of 
Americans." At this point members of the 
continued on page Y1R 6 . 
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More 
-~igher ·Honors 
.. 
This is the-year that students helped 
to · push . the return· to stiffer. _honors 
requirements and ruivocated the· ~lish- -
ment of the A, B, C, NFT system of 
grading. Next fall, -Ds aiid Fs will be a 
regular part ·of the grading options a 
teacher has. But for how long? It w_as only 
four short years ago that students lobbied 
to get away from the D and F syste~ of 
grading and institute the NFT aspe~t. 
Resignation 
This is the year that the head of the 
Business School resigned. 
Dana Awards 
This is the year that Chemistry 
professor Robert Pasternack, politics 
professor Harvey Fireside, Orchestra 
Conductor Pamela Gearhart, and English 
professor John Harcourt received the 
Dana Professorships. 
Menu 
This is the year that the menu 
returned to the Ithacan .. . above the 
masthead, yet, complete with the misspel-
lings that seem to accompany, so many of 
tl}eithacan'e articles. 
Broken .Promises 
This is the year that the 'Open Door 
Party', this year's student body Executive 
Board that last year promised more 
student power and more CQ(Jlmunication 
lost themselves in the bu~aucratic jungle 
and accomplished little moi!e tha'ii Student _ 
Congress. · 
;, . 
; . 
~· .... 
Crew -Victories_ 
. This Is the year that the Crew Team 
won the Tallman Cup, the Head· of the . 
Redeaux Regatta in Canada and their 
division· "in the Head of the Charles 
Regat~ in Boston. 
Concert Mishap_ 
This is the year that the Bureau of 
Concerts riled the Afro Latin Society with 
their selection of Billy· Joel · as the 
troubadour who conflicted with Black 
Weekend. · 
Services Gone 
I , 
Title is the year that the Record Store 
and the Films ' Committee faded- into -
onscurity , __ 
"Carnival" Honor,d · 
This is the year that .. when the 
_ ·~cirnival" production was selected as the 
· USO tour s~ow. 
What mo_wement? 
This is -the year that radical educator 
Jonathan Kozoi, who insists the 'move-
ment' is still alive, didn't find that to be 
entirely true as he spoke to a · medium 
sized audience in the Union Cafeteria. 
Phone Servic.e . 
. . This is tlJe year that one student's 
complaint to th-e Public Service Commis-
sion resulted iii an embarAssed Ithaca Bell 
Telepltone Office improving on-campus 
telephone service come September, 1977. 
Awards and More Awa_rds ... 
this is the year that Npha Epsilon Rho ·- -
and the School of Communications, under 
the truly inspirational guidance of produ-
cer Lee Auerbach, presented a spectacu~ 
Jar awards show: 
The Awards once again proved that 
there is a lot of talent within the School of 
Communications, from every facef of 
production---technical, behind-the-scenes 
to the host. _ 
So it was amazing that the Scliool and 
1AERho did not honor some very import-
ant people who should, in fact, be 
honored .. , · . 
Item: The Hypocrite Of The Yeai 
Award: goes to Dr. John ~eshishoglou, ·• 
de,fn of ihe' School of Communications. In 
a letter to the editor of the Ithacan (Feb. 
17, .1977) Dr. Keshishoglou wrote that 
"some of your reporters do not· report 
. news; rather, they manufacture it."· Dr. 
Keshishoglou tried, but did not succeed, : ' 
. to manufacture some news of his own .. _.to 
wit: _ 
Last year, former Ithacan reporter 
Paul Stern wrote an article entitled 
-
1 
"Whalen At Newton: Mixed Emotions." It 
attempted to examine faculty reaction 
towards President Whalen at· his former 
school---Newton College in Boston, Mass- · 
achusetts. presidential assistants Walter -
Borton and Frank Falcone attacket:l' that 
article via letters to · the editor ~n the 
following issue. Reaction to Stern's arti._cle 
was not that bitter in the office of the delDl--
of the· School .~f Communications- quite 
the reverse is tr'ue. The Dean offered Paul 
Stern an expenses-paid . trip .to pbio 
Uaj,vetsity (W-balen's-school .before _New-
tori) to do the same sort of ·con~roversial . 
story about Whalen's-term there., . . 
.. Stern refused. -, ·• ~ . . . _ 
· Item:. Challenging Course Content. of 
_.,. the Year Award: to Rudy Paolangelli ,and 
' l)J:I. Jim ·Treble for their. ~urses ~· 
cast Sales and Media Writing. respeetiv.e~ 
Last year's final exam for Broadcast 
Sales consisted of three q_uestions: what 
did . you think; of our- guest _ speakers? 
Would you go work for the~? Why or why 
'1ot? (It is perhaps impo~t to note when 
there was no guest speaker: class was 
usually canceUed.>' When two members of 
the Reaccreditation team were-sbown this 
exam, they tliought,it was "s~a:meful." 
: Dr; Treble's Media Writing midterm 
was given unofficially to two seniors 
chosen at randotn and who were not in the 
school of communications. The seniors 
answered alniost every questio~s correct-
ly ... and they- have never taken a comm-
unications course.·_ -
- Item: The Independence Award: goes 
to WICB-FM. Although several WICB 
staff members signed a petition saying 
they-were displeased that :$3-$4 of their 
tuition money goes towards buying free 
subscriptions for the Ithacan f oi' the entire 
IC community, they neglected _to mention 
their own biting-of-tbe-hand-.that-feeds-
. them. Despite the fact that the. college 
radio station receives $7,000 .in funding 
from Ithaca College (to be split between 
WI~-AM and FM), FM claims no 
association with the cotrege on official 
letterheads and little· association with it in 
ne·ws stories. Their stationery and envel- -
op~s proudly procalim their address as: 
Hanna Broadcast.Center, Ithaca, N.Y. No 
. mention of Ithaca College. And in--news 
- stories, reporters have been heard to say, 
" ..• and up at-Itliaca College .•. "· as if they 
were reporting from downtown Itbaca, at 
Newscenter for, Central New 'York .. 
. There are other awards- to be given 
out -to members of . the -school of 
.. -eommuni.c.ations, but one ·would' tend to 
· doubt they wilf be given out .with tlie same 
. degree of fanfare that accompanied those . 
of Tuesday night. . _ · - . . : · - --
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Yedf That· Was 
. This is the year that' Vice President 
for Student and · Campus Affairs Gus 
Perialas resigned---and no one seemed to 
mind ... 
Brownie Point 
. This is the year that the Ithaca 
College Bureau of Concerts managed to 
overcome the spectres of years past, and 
put on a decent, over-sold concert 'that 
was almost unanimously accepted as the 
best in four years. 
Recycled Politics 
This is tlie year that Eugene 
McCarthy peddled his a-political beliefs to 
anyone left who still remembered him and 
cared. 
.Still Saying .Ne 
This is the year that Fred Storaska 
returned for the third straigh year to 
lectur on saying 'no' to a rapist and 
surviving. 
Annual Accomplishment 
· . This is the year that Student 
Congress accomplished little more (again) 
than the annual doing out of $84,000 of 
student funds. 
Cabaret 
. , This is the year that sitting alone in 
your room would have been more fun 
than going to the Cabaret. 
·Executive Action 
·. . This is the year that Frank Falcone 
became the Assistant Provost. · 
He screened ail applications for 
Provost, then submitted those he felt 
qualified to the official Provost Search 
Committee. 
Ultimately and perhaps ironically, 
Ithaca College finished the year with 
President James J. Whalen announcing 
that the final candidate selected by the 
Committee would not "fit" into the Ithaca 
College scene, and did not elaborate 
publicly on what he meant by that. One 
faculty member, however, postulated that 
the final candidate would not "fit" here 
because he had a strong will of his own 
and might not go along with Whalen's 
power structure ideas. 
Whalen also announced that Falcone 
was being promoted from Assistant 
Provost to Acting Provost for the 1977-78 
school year, an appointmerlt which did not 
set well with the entire faculty. 
In the meantime, the entire function 
of Provost is being investigated and may 
be replaced with a Vice President for, 
Academic Affairs. 
Prediction Frank Falcone will ulti-
mately be nanied the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. 
Th~t Championship. 
Season' 
. _ This is the year that the Varsity 
Basketball Team won the ICAC Champ-
sionship. 
Safety and Parking 
. . This is the year that Safety and their -
handling of.. on-campus parking came 
under a short-lived, justified attack. 
Whatever Happened .TOmma 
amaadmissions standards? 
• • cm11Slreaking II 
aaahuman rigbts? 
, ha 9 
mmaS8ffl9 sex tOUC 1ng. 
ll •• souildproof _ pra~tice rooms? 
' . 
ma~student ~nput? 
maaexam week parties? 
~m• Ted Baker?~ 
m11~_housing appeals? 
•• -~ the Tuna· Fish -boycott 
••• Pat Arthur, 
•• ~Pa~I-· Fari~ella? 
. , . 
• ~.SAi.- film-? · 
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Ententtin.'tneDt; 
by Caryn Picker 
··- - - . - -
'76-'77 has been for most of us 
a very entertaining year. It 
opened unfortunately with the 
closing of the Unicorn. But up 
here on campus many things 
haonened. The Communicati!:>n&: . 
. School produced a variety of harmoniously. inclined. , and ihe ushi ~ of Saturday·. Night Live 
TV, ar.d radio shows which at I.C. Concert Bureau overcame fame, Desperado, Roberta Pe-
times delighted us all. . The its failures:· . . ters from the Metropolitan 0-
Drama and Speech Department We were entertained this pera, Gerry Garcia, Aztec 2Step, 
The following-is an abriievi, . 
ated version of the year's high~-
lights. Much thanks to all who 
helped-to eptertain us. performed some successful past year by a variety of well George Benson, Phil.Woods, and 
sbt>\YS· the Music School kept us known personalities; John Bel· the Striders, and Billy Joel. 
Channel 6 Ith· ft· k ... 
coNcERT · a. 1c · s . . ~ ......~ 
CONFLICT ByJaJ'l{obbba· .- -~ 
Th 1"'-n, O...mller 9, 197&, - s .?ON'T '~ISS fr!' . . ~¥ 
Marat/Sade: Carnival: USO Tour ~ 
Incomplete Chaos . ,_. 
Theatre Review MUSIC BOX TV ; 
>. . . . , , . ''Dark Of The Moon" * * * 
This very fair (we hope) weekend will be filled 
with music. The I.C. Bureau of Concerts is at it 
again and on Sunday May 1st starting. at 12:30 
there will be a formidable variety of musical talent 
exuding from the Garden Apartment Quad, ot in 
the gym in case (heaven forbid) of rain. 
SUNDAY'S FESTIVITIES · For Campus Eyes Only 
Their high, wild condtldent country rock comes. ·· · 
from a place that's real deep in our musical culture; · 
Starting at 12:30 The Crown Heights Affair 
hailing from 'Baltimore will begin the festivities. 
Then the highly acclaimed I.C. originating band 
MG will Rock for us. And as a special treat the 
very talented Cadillac Jack and band will perform 
his original songs soon to be hits. 
But thats not all folks. Starting at ·a:30 the 
annual outdoor spring concert featuring Pure 
Prarie, League. 
There's a story by William Gass called "In the 
Heart of t!Je Heart of the Country." It's a great 
title and it might well describe Pure Prarie League. 
the heart of things, where fOCk and country and 
bluegrass converge. It's a happy, infectious 
unstoppable feeling that has excited audiences, 
warmed their hearts and got them up and dancing 
all over the country. And hopefully dancing all 
over the quad. The group took its music from its 
own roots, the region in and around the qhio 
River Valley, which has produced such luminaries 
as James Brown, Lonnie Mack and others. 
steeped in the traditions of American bluegrass, 
country music and folk ballads plus a strong blues 
influence. Pure Prarie League has assimilated all 
of these cultural- forces and fused them with good 
old rock n' roll to produce some of the most exciting 
music around. ' 
Desperado will also be · featured Sunday 
afternoon. The afternoon is free 
SOCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 
OF THE YEAR THAT WAS 
"Don't roll those bloodshot eyes at me. " 
-Asleep at the Wheel 
Watch out for that glowing UFO as it 
skims your head. What is it'! One of the 
numl·rous frishees heing tossed around on 
a warm April evening. _ 
, . Nowhere were spirits hrighter than 
in front of the Union during those first 
signs of Spring. It had hcen a long, hitter 
wintt-r in ltha<'a and people were ready to 
. . ', ,: ',., . ~~ 
'·· 
'.• 
.. party away their aggravations. Every-
thing from hl•cr can pyramids to moons 
1·011hl ht• st•en on the quads that week. 
When it comes to outdoor functions, 
who <'an forgt•t The Haunt's traditional· 
rork't•m, sock't•m Fiday aftt•rnoon happy 
hour!',, Many a freshman has staggered 
sourub of Dt•!-,perado and The Striders. 
oth,•r area· favorites in'cluded RaLPH 
,\ND M.C: .. the latter hringing down the 
housl' in two separate evenings of rock 
:incl roll. Bands.could also he heard in the 
Tt•rrace Diriiflg Hall during virtually any 
111•1•k1•n1I. As always, the Garden 
ap:1rtml·nt · parties featured plenty of 
hrt•ws and, although no live music, 
rowclinl•ss fro all involved. . . 
for those of a slightly more sedate 
naturt•, Ragmann's, The Pine Tavern, 
Simeon's, and 'fhe Dugout faithfully 
... ,•rvrd tht· l.C. community once again. 
Th,• :ulvl•nturous could even he seen 
ht•llying up to the Hotel Leonardo bar. 
,\bo, th,• Colll•getown scene. with such 
not:1hl1• hangouts as The Nines and The 
lloval Palmstavern. was a popular place to 
!-oJlt:nd l'Vt•ning.i and weekends.' 
Pbot.o by Rich VOUDg 
o .... The Year That Was·· 
h:ll'k from those affairs. 
Of course, the ultimatt• party was for 
lhtM' who travt•llerl to Florida over Spring 
Br1•:1k. Daytor0a Rea<'h and · especially 
Fort Lau•lt•rd:th• were thl• stops for many 
h1•a1·h<'omh1•rs. Lauderdak· ft•atuired such 
m:1in t'\'l•nts as tht• l'Ontinuous wet T-shirt 
1·1rnh•o.;b at. The Button and th,• moh 
,l'c·nt'!'o :1t th1• aptly-named Elbo Room, on 
I he· infamous "!-,trip". 
Hypnoti1,m, Humor and Horror 
(;u,•sh on <'ampus this yt•ar indudl'd 
h,qinotisl ,Janws Mapl•s, Saturday Night's 
. J,;hn Jlt-luo,;hi. Vincl•nl Rugliosi, chit•f 
)>l'OWl'Ulor of lht• Manson C;\Sl', and 
",..;,-t,il" autor Flora 8chn•iher. All four 
api11·;11'l•d hl•fore large, enthusiastic aud-
1·rw1•!-o. On th,• ot hl'r hand. other notahles 
,11l'h as NBC h~·:111 Juli:m Goodman and 
1·dul'ator ,Jonathan Kozol did not fare so 
11..!L 
Brewi;, Booze and Tunes 
Pt•rhaps th(· higgest hash of all in this 
ar,•a is th,• W:tLl<ins Glen wt•ekend. 
1!1·!-oidt•s tht• U.S. Grand Prix race, 
all-night partit•s arid ,!amping abound. 
As in past years, ct•rtain social 
pradi1·1·" \\-t•r1• 1•vidcnt at 1.l'. The 
pic·k-up s1•t•n1• thriv1•d both ·on-campus and 
d,111 ntm, n(so mu<'h so, that the "datl•" 
r1•gairwd popularily as a fruit,. fn•shmcn 
11111·1• again Wl'rt• introdurl' to the porcelain 
:iltar, suitt·ast• usagt• continul·d to rise and 
Mill,•r lligh Lift• sold more than eVl.'r. 
continued from f)age Y1J!. 1 
College's student radio station, WICB, 
took offense at the way in which tlie 
controversy was being covered in the 
Ithacan and members of the stiltion's staff 
signed a petition which -was sent to 
Whalen's office protesting the fact that 
pa.rt of the paper's annual budget is paid 
for the College under the heading of 
suhi..cription fees.' The Communications 
students who signed the petition said that 
the,v were responsible broadcasters. and 
th:tt thcv resented the. Ithacan's failure to 
met•t their high standards of quality 
journalism . 
Campus 
·campaiins 
The Student Government was in the 
hands of the Open Door Party, a group of 
students who ran the platform of "give us 
the power we pay for." and promised to 
make the administration accept student 
input into. the budget building process, 
among other things, Unfortunatelyt., 
after plans had been made for the deans 
to hold open me_etings with students and 
ht•ar their views on budget prior_ities, the 
ml•ans of communication somehow failed, 
. and the meetings were underpublicized 
:ind poorly attended. In spite of this 
prohlcm: however, the budget proved to 
ht• a good one from a student point of 
vit•w, with the tuition increase .being 
under five percent fQr the: first time in 
!.l.'Veral vears. 
In the wake o{ Nite C9urt the Open 
Door Part:-,•· did try to take advantage of 
thl· student interest in sexual rights, and 
Tht• 1976 Presidential election came rnacll' plans to draft a bill .. of student 
to Ithaca College in the form of Jeff rig-hts, in an effort to prevent racia,1 and 
C:irll'r. Jimmy's boy, speaking in the i,.(•sual discrimination on campus. The 
Crossroads on behalf of his dad. It must Executive Board had counted on a lot of 
have heen an· effective speech, ·because input from the student body. ,on this 
Jimmy went on to win· in November, ·. · (•ffort, hut when the call for help was put_ 
:\llhough The Unicorn died an 
unt inwl:-,· dt•at h last ~pring, there were 
ntmwrou!'o concerls to pick up the slark in· 
town. St'als an,I Croft packed the· m into 
Col'm•ll', Harton Hall, while the New 
·: i i\ Rich•rs of thl• Purpll· Sagt• boogied hefore f ' ' a Bail1•v Hall uowd. The South Hill saw 
No social rl•vit•\\' is complt•tl' without 
11wnt ioning -:th,• frat rush Sl·ason or those 
11rh·at1· kl·g 1,:irtil•s ,-.:hich seem to attract 
:mo pr,-ons. And yt•t, with all of the 
al'm·l·-nwntionl•<l, th,• best may very well 
ht· yPI to l'onw. This Sunday marks thl' 
annual outdoor concert and for thoi.e 
fort1111atPlt1nfort11natt•'?) t•nough to ht• 
graduating lht•n• is the sevt•n day 
l,•thargy h1•t w1•1•n l'inals and graduation. 
.\ tinll' wh,•n· l'Vl'n thl" most dt'dicatl'd 
sliuh•nt dot•s 11ot go to the Lit'!rary on a 
"arm afh'rnoon. No _doubt, a fitting 
1·los1• lo a rollt•gt• career. 
. On the campus level, tritenes~ · __ out, apathy prevailed, and· st_udents 
·marked much of this year's 'student rights got lost in the pub. . . 
,· .. I, ·,; such iuminaries as ,Georg<' Renson, 
·i Je rry (iarcia. Ramsey Lewis and the 
.'·i '.,; crowd-pleasing Billy J~l ply their trade. 
::·:- · · Local talent was, featured/ in a 
politics. Typical of the major concerns · · It -was in this atmosphere· that :an. 
was th t isapproval voiced in the· (all .i:>ve· · l·lt•ction was held, in which. only· thirty. 
r thl•, ,nduct of student Board member pl•rcent of the student body voted. · A,;· 
Jr·· _,;tromstead, who was in London (or · party called the.Eden,.txpress. emeri,ef· 
tht~ semester. Some people· maintain_E!d \'ictorious with ·promises of. :a brigh~~r'~ } , February Henior Class party held in the 
:;:; ,;, Union Dining }lall. Seniors and others "Get up ,md do it again. Amen:" 
' · · ood · -Jacks01i Bro_ume 
that this was a serious breach . of tomorrow, .which sounded rerriiriscent·•of~!. 
respons'ibility, and even raised questions; : -IUchard ~ixon proniisiri-g '. Am~ijcaM \/li-1 
,i,1 t ,. nippc_d on Molsons. and took in the g 
~'.'.~-'"::~ •. ~-~~.•«=:.cc=......=-~"'-=·--'. 
of'impeacJunent. . · _ •. new geiierption o( pe!lce··in 1~.1-(.i1:3 
' .. • ' --,., ......... ....,_ .... _ ..... _ _..; __ ··:.;.'_._ ............... ·•-··'-··------·:_L'.:,_;___·_ .. : .. 
···r--~·= --:....::-.-:a;:)T;~~~-- - ,.,, .' . 
-In· The Fields: Blood, SWe-atAnd Tears--
It has· been a rme year of · --
accomplishment for men's and 
wonten's mten:ollegiate athletic 
-teams her at -Ithaca College. -
Football-_liigliligbteo the men's 
program in. the fall as the 
Bombers turned what was 
supposed to be a rebuilding year 
into a solid 6-2-1 winning cam-
paign. IC just missed a third 
straight trip to NCAA Division 
III post season tournament play. 
The highlight of.the season was 
the, Parent's ·weekend contest, 
as the. country's-~number one 
team visited South mu: The Blue . 
ancf"Gold drubbed C.W. Post 
28-7. Post was the eventual 
Lambert Bowl winner, ·an honor 
Ithaca earned the two previous 
years. 
Ithaca's fall exhibition baseball 
program continued to be a 
success, as the Bombers posted a 
9-7 mark. The young baseball 
squad finished the fall with a six 
.. game winning streak to climb 
over the .500 mark. 
Soccer dropped to 2-12 as the 
Bombers lost several tough 
games, including five contests by 
a single goal. 
The crew opened its fourth fall_ 
season with a first place finish at 
the Head of the Rideau Regatta 
in Canada. lthac also partici-
pated in other major fall com·-
petition, including the Head of 
the Charles Regatta (Boston), 
Head of the Connecticut (Middle-
town), and the Frostbite Regatta 
(Philadelphia). regulation, the "cardiac kids" 
Ithaca's fall golf team·was 0-6 knotted the score 65-65 to force 
a_gainst-some t;Qugn competition. overtime enroute to the eventual 
The best basketball season in win. Winning the close games 
recent years brightened the was _an Ithaca specialty as the 
men's · winter sports scene. Bombers won 10 of 12 games 
Ithaca compiled a 15-10 winning · decided· by a final margin of five 
record that included an points or less. 
appearance in the NCAA Divi- Three other sports made. 
sion_ Ill post _season East Re- steady progress during a re-
gional tournament play, The building_ winter. -The swimmers 
Bomb!;lrs gained the tournament finished with a 3-10 mark while 
berth following "ii_ ·oram~tic ·win tiie wrestling _team posted a 3-7 
over St. Lawrence in a special record and the gymnastics team 
Independent College Athletic was 1-8. 
Conference playoff game. Ithaca Spring sports records tbru 
and St. Lawrence had tied for · April 27 were impressive. The 
the ICA_C crown with reco~ds of _ baseball team opened with an 8-3 
10:2,:·-bu~ the ~o_mbers beat ~he record including a 3-0 no hitter 
Samtl:i m a_ double overtime by John Minarcin -against St. 
thriller, 83-79 at Ben Light Gym. Lawrence. The lacrosse team 
The big victory was typical of locked up an 11th straight 
Ithaca's performance throughou~ winning season early with a solid 
the .season. Trailing by eight 7-3 record in the opening weeks 
points :with 26 secon_ds left in of the spring. 
B·e:H t-1Jl) -·(Lo SE. D-Voo ~s 
©_ 
()_ -
O~PTl(Ol.Lf 
0 
...... , ,_ \ 
.... ,,.. 
Th-e crew opened its spring 
campaign with a 2-2 mark 
inch.:ding a big win over George-
town. Track opened with its best 
start in years _with a 4-4 mark. 
Ithaca's ~nnis team completed 
dual match competition with a 
7-1 record. The Bombers blanked 
Jour opponents. The golfers 
posted a 1-7 mark in early spring 
play. _ 
Ithaca's women's teams have 
continued an outstanding win-
ning tradition against steadily 
improving competition. The 
Bombers finished ainong the 
leaders in state tournament play 
in five sp9rts during the fall and 
winter. 
V olley_hall highlighted the fajl 
season with a 19-4 mark. The 
field hockey team finished 6-4-2 
overall and fourth in state 
tournament play while the 
COHPTROLltR 
0 
....... ' '4:. ~\ . 
s,a, U)OPl'T 1'Hf1T's OkAY-
HEAN TO I t/f. ~ol rr-..Y 
sua, 11frRE Afif FR.OM 
WHAT·? 
WELL, iHiY SAY 
TIIAT, AT ssr, THSY 
ONL'f &J>T ~ho,ooo 
l'' ...... 
women's tennis team was 8-2-and 
also placed fourth in NYSAIA W 
competition. 
The women's swimming team 
enjoyed a 5-2 winning dual match 
record during the winter and 
placed fifth in the strongest field 
ever to participate in the state 
tournament. After a 3-8 regular. 
season against rugged competi-
tion, the wome·n•s gymnastics 
team made a fine showing at the 
@ 
NYSAIA W tournament :with a 
· fourth place finish. The women's 
basketball team closed a 4-6 
campaig~ on an optimistic note 
with a lopsided triumph over 
Hartwick. 
Sping results .thru April 26 
include the women's softball 
team at 7-3 and women's lacrosse 
at 3-3. Both teams are expected 
to make a good showing in state 
tournament play. 
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&,ok ·Review: 
Bullish On Ame"lrican Educatiomt 
Traditions of 
American Education, 
by L,A Cremin 
by Jon Daitch 
Jon Daitch is assistant professor 
of education at lthac College. 
Traditions of American Educa-
tion is published by Basic Books, 
172 pages, at $8. 95. 
Like Merrill Lynch, L.A. 
Cremin is bullish on America, 
especially American education. 
He believes "that on balance the 
American system of education 
has contributed significantly to 
the advancement of liberty, 
equality and fraternity" in spite 
of "major imperfections of per-
formance." 
"Traditions of American Edu-
cation" is a brief, clear and 
somewhat dull summing up of 
much of his work in support of 
this belief; it comes at a time 
when a good deal of what is being 
written about education and 
schooling in America is hardly 
complementary. 
Briefly, Cremin argues that 
education is a broad experience 
encompassing not only schools, 
but church, family, media work, 
and in fact just about everything 
else. In three historical periods 
of about 100 years each (and each 
with its own chapter) he demon-
strate, the complexity, richness 
and interaction of a number of 
educating social institutions, the 
sum of which gives us an 
increasingly unique American 
experience. 
He is thorough, sometimes 
creative, and draws from an 
amazing variety of primary and 
secondary sources. The fourth 
and final chapter is a broad 
bibliographical essay· suggesting 
directions and sources for future 
research. Cremin and his gra-
duate students have 'done their 
homework. He is rightly con-
sidered a major- perhaps the 
major historian of American 
education today. 
But alas, there are problems. 
It is refreshing to see our schools 
analyzed in the context of other 
institutions and social forces; 
however, in defining education 
as "the deliberate, systematic, 
and sustained effort to transmit, 
evoke, or acquire Knowledge, 
attitudes, values, skills, or sen-
sibilities, as well as outcomes of 
that effort," he has two 
problems. 
First, he confuses schooling, or 
at least_ socialization with educa-
tion. Education is growth, diver-
gence, liberation, sense of self 
and community, broadening, 
individualizing. Socialization is 
narrowing, subjugation of self to 
society, uniform in its application 
and goals. Within the context of 
American economic, techno 
logical and political development 
it is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult to argue that the socializa-
tion process is fundamentally 
liberating. 
Our social institutions bind us 
to our culture. After all, it is 
deliberate. And the "knowledge 
attitudes, values, skills - and 
sensibilities" are not just any -
they are culturally determined 
primarily through economics and 
politics. It seems to me that no 
clearer evidence of this can be 
found, than in the history of the 
struggles of alternative educa-
tion right here in Ithaca - the 
struggle for a unique set of 
·"knowledge, ect." which 
attempts to get out of the limits 
of . the accepted socialization 
process. 
Secondly, one hopes that Cre-
min will examine "deliherate." 
But, aside from some excellent 
analysis of the cause and effect 
relationships between old world 
influence and native demands, 
and the development of colonial 
institutions, there is not much to 
illuminate the forces implicit in 
the concept of a "deliberate" 
process. For example, in de-
scribing the growth of schools in 
'the last 100 years, the author 
alludes to "their own increased 
holding power" as if something in 
the schools drew people in, apart 
from other social (primarily 
economic) forces. 
In fact, economics played a 
large role in requiring students 
to go to school for specific. 
reasons- specialized training and 
control of the labor market. One 
could argue (and many have) that 
schools arose not as a part of a 
liberating "configuration of edu-
cation," hut as a requirement of 
an increasingly centralized, tech-
nological and sophisticated capi-
talistic society in need of a well 
trained and socialized populace. 
Cremin is thorough and 
scholarly. He is clear and some· 
times exciting in his exposition of 
the details of the history of 
American education. But some-
how, he never quite draws the 
conclusion. Like his other works, 
this book is rich in resources, and 
given its brevity, in detail, but it 
is at best an introduction and not 
a summing up. 
UNUSUAL GIFTS A· Restaurant for All Seasons 
'the iron shop 
the common@ Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Ring 272-6484 
TAKE A TRIP! 
« tto ihe Ithaca College ll'eooks\torea 
They're fhavong &fiaaa» 
L.S.D.Sale 
(Last.-Sale Day sale) 
~-------------------------------------~--------------------------~--~~--~ 
All books .......... 10% OFF! 
All Plants ......... 10% OFF! 
Special Group Sale Books .......... 25 cents 
T-Shirts and other junk ....... 10 cents to $1.00 0 
n L----~------------------------------------------~------~----------------J 
P.S ... Best Wishes ' ....... 1 he 
·: '. . , FtP. ~·ti 1~1H,,gg. i'Hqfo. ,fl'i!"rlif!J 'Hff' 
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Why Whalen ??? O.f The Problem 
To the Editor,. 
we would like to take this 
opportunity·' to .explain to the 
Senior Class and the entir.e 
Ithaca College Student Body,· our 
reasons for selecting President 
James Whalen as the main 
speaker"for commencement 1977. 
As_ class officers ·and repre-
sentatives of the class of 1977, 
we do not feel that we have to 
rectify or make· excuses for our 
decision.~ There are approxi-
mately 850 students in the senior 
class and through various means 
of communication, we tried to 
obtain a consencus for all of our · 
activities. 
Commencement is a farewell 
address. This is a time when one 
gathers one's ideas and feeling 
towards the school and then 
departs from it. James Whalen 
-· is representative of ·a11 our 
college·.experiences and is an 
overseer of w~at actually occurs 
at Ithaca College. To brmg in a 
famous or valuable speaker, 
could offer useful insite to the 
real worlJ that we will soon be 
facing but such speakers ~barge 
phenominal fees in the range of 
$7.000-$10,000~ 
these speakers tend to deliver 
"canned speaches" that are 
learned because they_ have been 
given numerous times before this 
occasion and will be delivered 
numerous times alter. Also, 
these speakers tend to be more 
interested in their motel and the 
best restaural)ts in town. 
The factor that finalized our take place May 9 and 10 _in the 
decision was a lack of funds in _Gannet Center. . Details of the 
our budget,tha~ never ap- · event will be mailed to all 
proached the $7-10,000 figure, Seniors in the very near future. 
despite the parties we are We hope you all enjoy Senior 
offering. Attempts were made Week very much and look 
to appropriate money from other ' forward to seeing you at gradu-
To the ·Editor: 
organizations and the college ation. 
itself, without success. . . 
· As far as preparation for the 
real world as some people may 
expect, to get from an outside 
speaker, we have arranged a 
Transition Retreat. This · will 
The televising of Roots-the 
saga of an American f~mily, 
afforded a significant segment of 
the · American populace (130 
million, according to ABC News).' 
the opportunity to view an 
obstensibly accurate portrayal of 
Sincerely, the complexities and atrocities of 
slavery in ante-bellum America, 
Nancy Evans and the perseverance of a 
Linda N. Levine systematically disenfranchised 
Scott Kramer people. The delicacy of the topic, 
Lawrence Holland · the capsulization of the presenta-
Calllpai~n Underway 
· For Tap Increase 
The ISC, in cooperation with For this reason, ISC will be 
the Commission on Independent sending out weekly suggested 
Colleges ana Universities -£ICU] editorials for possible use, as 
is now .mounting a broad letter- well as other information on 
writing campaign for increases in packets which would assist stu-
the Tuition Assistance Program dents in taking part in this effort. 
(TAP). ISC has fervently tried to keep 
We urgently need the help of campus newspapers informed as 
all students in the independent. to the happenings in Albany, and 
sector if this drive is to be a ·we hope we have beeQ_ of use at 
success. Th~ major hurdle that your paper. This will continue 
faces this drive is student with even greater consistancy as 
awareness of the problem and we try to break the ignorance 
the things they can do to help barrier among students in the 
out. In view of the fact that area of. higher education in New 
student newspap_ers are the most ~York St_ate, an_d the problems 
widely accessible outlet of infor- confrontmg the mdependent sec-
mation on campus, ISC is en- , tor. _ 
couraging the help' of student I Every student at every insti-
newspaper editors in this drive. tution :Viii be affected by pol\cy 
made in Albany in the field· of 
higher education. In this period 
of constant tuition increases, and 
the increasing difficulty for stu-
dents-to finance their education, 
it is imperative that all try to do 
their share to help alleviate the 
problem. 
tion into eight consecutive 
nights, and the foreshadowing of 
socio-economic implications 
which remain to be extrapqlated, 
made Roots the conversation 
piece" of the week, and 
supposedly landmark achieve-
ment for the medium of tele-
vision. 
Considering the hallowedness 
of the Superbowl, it is almost 
incomprehensible that anJ 
event-save man landing on Mars, 
eould capture more of the 
American viewing audience's 
attention. Yet according to Time 
(2/14/77), seven of the eight 
episodes ranked among the Top 
Ten shows of all time, in forms of 
audience rating-ahead · of the 
1977 Superbowl and Parts I and 
II of Gone With the Wind: The 
linal episode al.one claimed 71 
percent of that evening's viewing 
audience- which translates into 
some 80 million individuals (ABC 
News). 
fouGetOutOl . 
Enclosed you will find a draft 
of an editorial which explains 
why the increase in TAP is 
needed, why students should 
take part in thE: letter-writing 
campaign, and why the urgency 
involved with this drive. Also 
included is a letter sent to the 
1 ISC representative on your cam-
pus suggesting possible means of 
collecting letters. In addition, 
you will find a copy of a brochure 
explaining why the increase is 
needed which has been sent in 
hulk to every ISC campus 
· chapter, and which will be used 
in the efforts· to get letters. 
On hehalf of the ISC. I would 
like to take this· opportunity to 
thank all of the campus newspa-
pers which have devoted time to 
ISC · and the issues of higher . 
education which affect us all. 
However, as we endeavor to 
ascertain the more fundamental 
social significance of the tele-
vising of Roots, it appears that 
we may have again erected a 
skyscrapper in a barren ravine. 
As a work of art with historical 
and factual basis, the presenta-
tion of Roots ideally would have 
been engendered to both enter-
tain and inform through an 
imitation of life. It was, in this 
capacity, seemingly adequate. 
Yet, for those familiar with Peter 
Finch's portrayal of a mad 
newcaster, who is retained to 
boost audience ratings. in 
Chayefsky's Network--The re-
ality of, "TV wi~I do anythin_g_ for 
a rating. Anyth'fng!" (New York 
Times, 11/14/76) becomes a 
consideration of major "impl)rt. 
Thus Roots as a work of art ColleRe·What -y~p Give 
Dear Editor: 
. It has come to my attention 
· · over the course of four years that 
not everyone likes Ithaca 
College. (This may surprise you, 
hut I doubt it.) 
·ro pay 5,000-plus '·dollars to 
attend an institution of higher 
IParning and be dissatisfied with 
its offerings is indeed a mistake. 
Transferring is an option, but 
then, so is 'gorging' it. The 
option I chose is onemost of you 
. will choose, to 'stick it out' and 
graduate °"from this small liberal 
arts institution. But I am satis-
fied in part with Ithaca College 
as an institution where many 
things can be discovered. College 
is .. a place not just to learn from. 
books, but from people, from 
· .vourself. 
Dear Editor, h"ave our liberal 
~tudcnt jargon ~ries become 
passe? This college is constantly 
screaming for people to get __ 
involved. Yet, many would 
rather -not bother. Too bad, I 
say, for I haye been pleased with 
the input itr decisions I was able 
to make with and for the college 
community. Student input is not 
dead, only lacking. And it is this 
which ·makes me dislike Ithaca 
Colleg~. -
College is what you make it, 
and withouLstudents we would 
have no college. As students 
invest such large su_ms of money 
in their .education here, it is 
ridiculous to think they do not 
have the time to watch ·their 
investm_ent and help it grow. Be ' 
aware of it! It is easy to be 
critical of goings .. on liere. It 
con't on pg. 16 .-
Cornel I !,..aw School 
· Undergraduate Pr~law Program 
June 27 to August 9, 19n 
A demanding six-week credit 
program for college students 
who want to learn what law 
school is like. 
, For further information write to Deputy 
OeanJ. T. Younger, Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853 
Dannon Vo.sur·t Sale 3 For $1 
Sandwliich' Ot The Oa!I 93' . 
Discount Beer Prices 
Cones. Shakes •. Sundaes . 
oannY·Yo · Sofr Frozen voe_urt -Plus ·Many Other Deli Items -
. ~urs: .Open Til. Midnite S_unc\ay ·rhr:o- T~ursday·: 
, Friday, & Sattirday Tir' 2AM , 
. ..,..... . ·: ' 
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. containing social commentary 
crucially relevant to the unem-
con't on pg. 15 
0 
-· CJ Where else can you study dance 
- -and be in the undergraduate prelaw -
,S program or fulfill a premed a ,. requirement and take a course in 
II transfer lithography with 
interesting and exciting J?OOPle 
'a· -in a setting of hills, lakes, 
- gorges, and waterfalls? 
.1:1 Fulfill requirements, complete 
-
U courses in order to accelerate, or 
I) simply take the time to study those 
extraordinary thin_gs for which 
- ,· you've never before had the time .. 
Request an Announcement and sea 
for yourself all the reasons why 
~e're ~here you should be this 
summer. 
Cornell University Summer Session, 
111 Day Hall, Ithaca, New York 14853 
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Arts Joiirn&I · By _Peter Ajenda.JJ .' Here it _ was: · a rainy, gray, 
· Sunday afternoon on tlie last 
"Inflation is killing off arts organizations right and tax due, if a taxpayer winds up owing _money to th~ 
left--opera houses, museums, drama and dance government. If the taxpayer is due a refund, the 
groups--are in desperate trouble. . . The arts contribution would be deducted from that. All 
Government eventually is going to have to do contributions would be deductible on the return 
something about it." warned Harold Schonberg, filed by the taxpayer the following year. 
New York Times arts editor. - Richmond's bill, originally introduced in 1975 in a 
weekend parties wer_e permitted 
at Ithaca College.- On Saturday a 
carefully-planned outdoor 25-keg 
party had been cancelled due to 
the rain. Many _.studrnts_ had 
been looking. forward to that ev 
ent - it would have been a last 
chance to party heavily in a 
came thi"ough in the 'clutch with 
some· excellent · music. The.r. r 
were cooking up there with th~; 
lead singer -showing inspiring: 
enthus_iasm. ., . 
But the foude of Sunday's· · 
singing, "Oh, go, Johnny, go,.:.- · i 
go ... " It was good to see some'-.~ ! 
people here living life to "the ' .. , . 
For the people who find the id~a of government · slightly altered fashion, is beginning to arouse 
subsidies for the arts unpalatable, Frederick interest and support. It has 50 Congressional 
Richmond, Democratic Congressman from the 14th co-sponsors. An organization titled the National 
district has introduced an arts b\11 foto Congress Council for Arts and Education headed by actor 
that will bail . out. the art.s with funds f~om .the Henry Fonda, has been form~d to help push 
people. He .will d1sc~ss his proposed legislation,\Richmond's bill through Congress and arts groups 
H.R. _1042, m a pubhc, free lecture at 9:30am on all over the country are starting to work with 
Monday, May 2 in the Main Theater of the ~CAE. · 
fullest for a change. : , .. 
pleasant setting before· finals. ·, , .. 
But wait a minute. I hear the ; ... Fireside ,., 
beautiful sound of live, rock con't from pg. 2 
music permeating the stagnant, 
depressing atmosphere of Ithaca case. He had a Russian-speaking·, .. 
College. It's an electric guitar ... - woman place a call to Russia.·· 
it's coming from the Terraces. knowing that would increase his . 
Goddamn it, J don't believe it, chances of getting through. But ., 
but it's true _ there is senior as soon as the Russian operation .. 
Tony Saino with his "Over-Easy" heard what the phone-call con~ . : 
rock band wailing out some good cerned, she cut the call off. Yet 
tunes OUTSIDE in the entrance Harvey thinks that Cilbles sent.to 
of Terrace 8. - hospitals in_ the Soviet Union 
Dillingharr.i Center for the Performing Arts on the "'t\t present, the bill is being considered by the 
Itha~a Collefe ca?1pus. - Ways and Means Committee but. unless there is a 
Richmond s _bill·. asks for a checkoff for terrific response from the public, says Rfohmond, 
voluntary contributions to the arts to be placed on the bill will not come up this year. 
the ~r?nt page of the ~ed~ral tax _return; for a Richmond envisions· a potential $1.7 billion 
prov1s1~n that all _contr1but1ons be earmarke~ for annually raised for the arts if the bill goes through 
. t~e National Endowment fo~ ~he Arts, the National based on a Harris survey indicating that 64 percent 
Endowment for the Humamt1es, or both; that none of the adult public would be willing to contribute 
of the money raised be us_ed for administrative anything from $5 to $50. . 
On Sunday afternoon, this were successful in another case . 
wild, extraordinary party took Harvey feels that the Politics . 
. place to benefit the American · Department at J.C. Jias much to 
Cancer Society. It was arranged, offer, commenting that it is a · 
hy the "master" party prompter, "unique group of people from all .~ 
George Meredith, and the new parts of the political spectrum. 
president of the Student body' As to why it . is called the 
Jeff Eden. They both/defied, "Political Department" as oppos-
the norm when they decided to· ed to "Politit!al Science Dept.", 
purposes; and that money. raised shall not affect the "It will be a movement by the people," Richmond 
am~unt an,nually appropriated. by Congress for the said, "and the little sums they will contribu~ will 
National E~do"".'ments. . have nothing to do with what corporations will 
· A contribut10n to the arts, according to continue to do. It is a people's bill for the people's 
Richmond's plan, would be added to the amount of institutions.'.' 
F Nl:H •1:1• B 
m ~:Jtskl\_\159 
•EH •Eh 'i ' go ahead with their outdoor Harvey said that Professor Mar-EJ party "rain or shine." Because ty Brownstein had convinced 
m 
the outcome ,was fantastic . others that the name should be I Why? It was bold, different, changed since they're not teach-adventurous and exciting. ing quantitative courses here like m . 
~ is-now offering Sonday through Thursday- evenings a SUPPER MENU in addition to the .Regular Menu !Jlaud4.wn a ' l'ail -1.50 @nwn .<Jloufi ~' Vf~ 1.75 
El On top of that, the music was other colleges do. 
I damn good. Senior Tony Sarno CommentingonPresident has entertained here· on many Carter's defense of human rights occasions, always puts his aal Fireside said, "I think it's very, · into the show. Many of us·can very good ..•. excellent." He attest to Tony's entertaining believes Carter has "changed the ahility by attending "One of the climate"of the whole- human 
El infamous "Triple-Decker" part- rights movement. He said he 
mi '(fefeu: f?ll,~ P/1,e,m,ou,/ade .75 
UJ Vfwme tk ,9J:oide -1.25 
S ll~ tk &(J~ ~ ~ ~-00 · 
~ !Jloupe d'ttlienne 3.25 ~ ~ 8 •00 ~ 0-m~: ,A1al«4 2.75 . !JI~~ (onion) 3.0(1 '(f~ 3.00 
1:1 ~ (.U/mnalo W </Jatlic) 3.25 
' VfluMn/~ (.At«du,wm) 3.25 m ~ 't5uf~ .. '(r;k,,#,.,,, 3.0() 
S+~2.75 ~ .Atid (.Ye~ W B8ulkt) 3. oo, !Jljteciaak : . .!fou{lk' a«<r ,'¥-)r,11_t0f!d ~- tk«a) 8.00 ~~(~: .'Foaf!/k' au 'eilwn .(/t«e-i du,:r) R.00 . !£e.6 .At~ -1.75 
B i:,>~ -1. r1r, 
m 'f!f wme 'lf a!UM'nd . 75 
El 'eaf,D,f'//u,~,:;1a,nhz_ .5() '(f~ ~ i/m Y/.0(~ OU ,'1,J/,a,nc 3.()() 
~ L' A_oberge do Cochon Ro0-ge Restaurant Francais 1152 The Danby Road Ithaca 273-3464 
m A mile and a half Sooth of Ithaca College Rte. 968 
ffl PLEASE MAKE YQUR RESERVATIONS FOR 
UJ GRADUATION NOW! 
11:11 11:11 #Bl IB+---------11:11 IEJI 
T ics in the last few years when he. thought the recent U.S. propo-UJ often found amazing second-wind sals were "very favorable" to the 
to hlast out fine tunes in the wee U.S. and that the Soviet Union 
El hours of the morning. Sunday- probably would have rejected ~ was no different. It was "fitting" them regardless of his stand of in a way. There was Tony up dissidents. ·.1,· • there on the steps doing his thing Professor hFiresidke plan~ to ;\... . despite the terrible weather• take an eig t-wee seminar . fighting off the gloom with rock entitled, . "Human Nature and 
The second band was "Daily summer. He feels this will help II 
and roll! · Politics" at Smith College this 
Planet''. a very talented local rock him in relation to his effort to 
group. When the party was ch~nge practices at psychiat.ric 
EJ slowly fizzling out and the air prisons abroad. 
I was getting colder this band· r~ · ' , . . '-UTt'f'ICr- I Bnng a Touch of the Tro71ics ' D to Your Home ... . ~ 
m FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS i 
' 
TERRARIUMS and SAND GARDENS i UI "SUNFLOWER" POffiRY -~ 
m HANGING BAS:~.n~ ;" ,..,m 
,, 
• 
154 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
SPEND THIS SUMMER STUDYING 
IN EUR-OPE 
I.C. group is forming to studyCOMPARATIVE GOVERNMENTthrough 
the LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS for 5--transfer credits. 
'. Time: 5 Weeks June 26-July-31 2 Weeks in London 1 Week in Paris 
1 Week in Leningrad & Moscow 1 Week on the Black Sea /" 
'-
Cost $1695 including all transportation costs, room & board,_ 
tuition fees 
For information contact Jessica ·Factor 
.-274-3221 
1403 West Tower 
x221· 
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1'9.7.7: StarrinJ! ..~Roots con't from 13 As the Carter Administra- important_ to remember that the 
Whalen And Rickles-
. -
ployment, drugs and poverty of · tion calls for a stronger commi_t- "problems" did not begin in 1960 
our own times, becomes ment on the part of the U.S. m and will certainly not be resolved 
secondary to the television pro- upholding human rights interna- by 1980. The "skeletons"· and 
duction and commercial tionally, it would be more than challenges of our fore-fathers 
"Alumni, members of the Facul-
ty, students, and parents. On 
behalf of Ithaca College I wel- . 
come you to our 1977 graduation 
ceremonies. As you may know, a 
considerable amount of discus-
sion took place over who should 
be our speaker this year. 
Suggested were Henry Kissin-
ger, Ralph Nadar, and .. Walter 
Mondale. Also suggested, how-
ever; were Ellis Phillips and 
Fred Raker. After much deli-
beration a search committee has 
provided us with a dual-speaker 
presentation: . Pres. James -
Wnalen, and Don Rickles. I give 
you now our speakers." 
· Pres. Whalen: "Good after-
noon 
Pres. Whalen: "Good afternoon 
ladies and gentlemen. This has 
heen a fine year for Ithaca; I feel 
we have made great progress in 
many areas of importance to the 
educational process ... " 
Rickles:· "That in the third row is 
!-.O fat she was her own buddy at 
camp ... " 
" ... E'.NROLLMENT IS UP FIVE 
PERCENT, ALUMNI ENDOW-
MENTS HAVE INCREASED 
STEADILY DURING THE -
YEAR. .. " 
" ... Look at the guy in the back 
wearing jeans under his robe. 
to do, bu( how do you make it 
interesting???" 
" .. .I have every intention of 
staying on, and hope you have all 
enjoyed . working with me as 
much as I have with you, .. " 
" ... Listen to him--greatest Pres-
ident since Richard Nixon ... " 
.. 
. " ... Come on, speak up, dum-
my ... " 
" ... Mr. Rickles, I resent that last 
remark. In fact I would go as far 
as to say, "May an armadillo 
~ur~~ in your shorts ... " 
" ... Whats the matter, Rickles 
cat got your tongue?" ' • 
" ... Mr. Whalen, I really meant 
no harm by my remark about you 
and Nix--" 
" ... You know Rickles if you stuck 
.vour brains up a fly's behind it 
would be lik~ rolling a marble 
through the Lincoln Tunnel..." 
" ... Please, Jim, can't we drop 
this and get on with the ... " 
" ... Hey Don, is it true Mrs. 
Rickles needs falsies just to· 
hrcak even'?'??" 
" ... Really sir, as school President 
don't you think you ought to.' .. " 
" ... Ma~. Doctor J. Slam-dunk you 
r cat ... 
" ... Wh_v don't we go on to the 
next part of our prog--" 
enterprise. admirable were sp~cific pro- have been passed on, to us quite 
This is not to infer that Roots grams designed to decrease the intact. The saga of {'Roots" --of 
should not·have been broadcast. educational and economic dispar- black and white individuals in 
Rather,-it is meant to encourage ity in this country. As examples /vastly different social roles all 
a re-evaluation of the series as it of such disparity consider that contributing to the development 
was presented and the' benefits the overall unemployment _rate of the U.S., then transcends 
to be derived thereof. Here is the for those 16 years and past was· being defined solely in historical 
crux of the issue~ Haley has 8.1 percent in November 1976. terms and begs our attention. 
commented that he perceived However, when analyzed racial- Both the problems and the ~esire 
himself. as "a conduit" encour- ly, it was 7 .4 percent for whites, for change are as real her.e, 
aged by "feelings of humility and and 13.6 percent for non-whites today, now as they ever were. 
responsibility" (Black Journal, (Monthly Labor Review, 1/77(. Watch, wait, act... and see, 
WHET). Thus, ideally, Haley According to the Statistical "Roots" is a tale of today. · 
researched and wrote Roots not Abstract of the U.S. (1975), in 
only to satisfy hes desire to December, 1974, 60 percent of By Leonidas D. Clark Ill 
relate the tale of Kunta Kinte the population 25 years and over Educationsl Communications '77. 
and his family, but also to had completed four years of 
establish another stepping-stone high school or more, while only 
for Black Americans ·in their 40 percent of the Black-Ameri-
quest for identification with their cans in this age classification 
heritage, and further to present could he included in this cate-
the .challenge of recognition ·to gory. And yet, here we sit in 
the Establishment. 1977 bemoaning welfare, taxes 
Undoubtedly, it could be and the "fiscal nightmare" Uiat 
argued that concern for such the Democrats' "Great Society" 
matters was beyond the scope of seems to have imposed upon us. 
the medium of transmission. Yet, . As we look around Ithaca 
if Roots was not engendered to and see the future statesmen, 
stimulate social consciousness, artists, chairmen, scientists and 
then why were the melodrama "hums" educating themselves at 
and pathos of the production J.C. and Cornell, it is especially 
Free 
. He's so poor last week a Korean 
couple tried to adopt him ... " 
" ... May a crazed customs inspec-~------------""'l'I 
tor fin~ a secret.~ompartment in 
ritually offered as the ultimate 
collective catharsis for "America 
the Beautiful". A catharsis, 
which if deemed viable, negates 
the martyrdom of. Paul Robeson, 
Malcolm X and countless others, 
and further impeqes the prospect 
of optimum human developipent 
in the twentieth century .. Piua Delivery ltd. 
272•1910 " ... We saw a democrat elected into the White House ... " your sister ...... . 
" .. .I personally have been en- "Ladies and Gentlemen, we leave 
richcd enlightened by my year as our speakers now for lack of 
President here. and hope to time ... Your diplomas are in a 
continue serving this community , hox in the hack. Be sure and 
in the (uture ... " come back next year for Lou 
"; .. :J. feel· like Zsa ·Zsa Gabor's Withiam'::; reediton ~f Moon 
next husband standing up here. Riveron the spoons ... " 
You know what you're supposed · 
---A-~·jATA_C 
GAftDEN 
[:R~~TAY~ANT] 
C'hinese -American Food 
114 .W. State Street 
JENSEN, 
THE UND1SPU1ED 
NUMBER 1 · 
IN CAR STEREO 
SPEAKERS 
* A complete line of coaxlala, 
each with Its own seperate 
woofer and tweeter. 
* Introducing the JENSEN 
TRIAXIAL 3•Way Speaker. 
6"X 9" woofer, 3" midrange, 
2" tweeter. 
AVAILABLE AT A SUPER 
LOW PRICE FROM 
ANDY LISS 
273-9776 
or 
x686 
* limited quanltiea 
SPRING SALE 
:-,<-
The Guitar Workshop 
' :in the DeWitt.Mall . 
~ .. ' .. 
Tuelday throllgb SatutdAY 10 a.in. to 5:30 p.ui. Friday 'til 9 p.m. 
.At The. Guitar 
Workshop 
we are still sticklers 
for.· 
quality 
·playability 
durability 
& 
good sound 
WE KNOW WHAT WE'RE 
DOING SO YOU KNOW THAT 
THE INSTRUMENT YOU'RE 
GETTING WILL PLAY THE 
BEST AND LAST THE BEST .. 
,,: ,Corne;'.ofSe~eca and Cayuga Sts-: Jthaf:a, l't.r. 273-2888 
\:' ' .. · '. .. .. . . 
SEE US fiOW AND 
POCKET.THE 
·01FFERENCE. 
' . . 
\ -_ • : ·: __ .; -"':' -.>_ ... :.J, 
- '·-·~ 
, .. , .. ,-.. -::_ 
ARNOLD PRINTING --< 
CORPORATION 
' ·. . .. -· ·.' ' - . 
· FOR ·ALL-·YOUR 
PRINTING NEEDS 
LETTERPRESS & OFFSET 
(607) 272-7800 416 E. Sta~e St. 
Ithaca N.Y. 
ll59Dryden Rd. 
A FIVl MINUTE RIDE I', W< >R H-1 
<.,()Ml IHINC EXTRA 
ANNOUNCING 
Our New Dinner Specials! 
THURSDAYS SEAFOOD NIGHT 
Fresh Pan Broiled Haddock 
Fresh Broiled Scalloos 
- Steamed_Alaskan King Crab 
Sundavs 
Too Sirloin Steaks 
this week's entertainment 
FRIDAY AN_D SATURDAY 
3.75 
5.25 
6.50 
3.65 
Dana-Simmons 
hearty seasonal. hof drinks . . 
· --- generous-sandwiches, snacks 
·- gin&tonics, blood~ rriarys always .75i 
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educators for a situation that is largely the fault of 
a faltering economy. A bad economy, coupled with 
an oversupply of college graduates, is mainly to 
blame for the lessened opportunities for educated 
youth. The economy has changed drastically in the 
past 20 years, going from blue collar to white 
collar, from an industrial to a service society. 
Indeed, the only significant increase in 'jobs in the 
recent past has been in the public rather than 
private sector, so that .approximalely one in every 
six jobs is~ with city, state, or federal government. 
. Since capitalism requires overs4pply of manpower, 
it 'is somewhat ironic that middle-class college 
graduates find themselves feeling the pinch that 
traditionally plagued the working class. (In many 
socialist countdes, by contr.ast, where une~ploy-
ment is theoretically abolished, the demand for 
college graduates is high.) 
To a certain extent, the declining value of a 
college degree represents the shifting wage scales 
of blue- and white-collar employment. That is a 
result, in large part, of the success of organized 
labor. Labor has traditionally.been blue-collar and 
resisted white-collar unionization (AFL-CIO Presi-
dent George Meany never approved of union!zing 
public s,chool_ teachers, for example), so that the 
weakest and least militant unions have been 
·white-collar unions. So it is not surprising that 
blue-collar, uneducated workers in such roles as 
·-- sanitationmen, policemen and .. firemen in the big 
cities, along with auto workers and construction 
workers and teamsters, earn more than the 
average Ph.D. The fault here lies with the Ph.D.'s 
who are culturally ill at ease with unions and are 
too timid and conservative to resort to militant 
unionization~ .. 
- Nevertheless, the critics of college have been too 
pessimistic. The job market for college graduates 
is easing, as there are fewer students succeeding 
the World War 11 baby boom youngsters. The 
Department of Labor forecasts .a drop of 4 million 
college students in the 1980s as compared to a 6 
million rise in the 19Ms and a 4 million increase in 
the 1970s. Job offers to new college graduates rose 
14 percent the past year. In addition, Herbert 
·- ( 
Bienstock of the Burea~ of Labor Statistics ~ints 
_out that, at its worst, the recession affected the 
uneducated more than college graduates: iii March 
of 1975, ·at the height of the· recession, 
unemployment for college graduated was· 2.9 -
percent compared to 9.1 percenl · for high school ·-
graduates, .and an astounding 40 percen~·for black 
youngsters with a high school education _or less. 
And David R. Witmer, Assistant Chancellor of 
the University of Wisconsin, challenges Caroline 
Bird's thesis that college is now a bad· investment. · 
His research'indicates that the "social return on the 
college· investment -has n·ot in fact declined," and 
although it may do so, this rate of return will still 
be above that of the IO percent, average/rate of 
return . on businf?SS investments." Witmer also 
predicts tliii'r there wiIJ be a gr~at demand for 
college graduates within a generation, and that by 
then public policy will· have come around to the 
notion that every youngster has a rjght to college. 
Although fewer· middle-class youngsters are 
going to college tb'en a decade ago, college still 
loorps large for minorities. Wc:,rking-class ·whites, 
blacks and WOD)en are increasingly going to college 
and continue to perceive college as a means of social 
mobility. And for them that has been especiaJJy 
true in certain professions, due in some.measure to 
the lead _ of the federal government in its 
affirmative action policies encouraging the hiring _of 
qualified minority candidates ·· a policy that was 
the legacy of organized protest of the °!)lack- rights 
and women's liberation movements. Eeonomist 
Richard F_reemari reports in The Overeducated 
American that blacks now have a "higher. rate of 
return for investment in college than whites," and 
that for women "the market-opportunities ... did 
not deteriorate as much as for men." 
Still, the problem of underemployment has yet to 
be resolved. What has developed, in Professor 
S. M. Miller's apt phrase, is a. "Credentials 
society," where there has been a gross misalloca-
tion between education and work. Critics such as 
Miller and Professor Ivar .Berg have fo.rcefully 
maintained that the level of education and.the level 
of work do not_ match. We are producing an 
overeducated work class which finds , itself 
increasingly dissatisfied with work life and thus 
does not perform as well as less educa~ workers 
trained on. the job. As Professors. Miller. and Ivar 
Berg have clearly pointed out, employers' have· 
hired on the basis of aca4emic cred~ntil_ll~, sifting 
those with high acadenuc·backgrounds,-for jobs far · 
below the educational background of the applica.nt. 
And so .yourig women from, P.restigious eastern· 
- colleges find their college crede~tial can _ _get ~hem -
only jobs ·as secretaries to editors ··. a clear case of · 
overqualificatfon. And as Berg notes, the disparity 
in pay between a plumber in an effective union and 
a, schoolteacher not, in· a union, · is so great· that 
. studfos show -those teachers ajtfi,--greater educa-
tional preparation are most likely to )eave the 
profession. ' But the overwhelming argument 
advanced by .such as Miller and Berg is that 
overeducated workers are not as· · efficient, 
productive, or personally .--fulfilled as the less 
educated worker who bas risen from within the 
ranks of the compant:. ~ 
The implications of these findings might be 
constructed as' a strong case against universal 
higher education. "Given the fa~ th_at there are 
inore job openin~s in the middle, and that many 
people are overqualified for the jobs they do have."' 
Berg writes in ·The Great Trainmg Robbery, 
"policies aimed at ·upgrading the educational 
achievements of the low-income population seem at 
best naive.'! Instead, Berg feels that what should 
be done· is a massive job upgrading throughout the 
economy:· "It would make better sense to upgrade 
people in_the middle to higher jobs and upgrade 
those in_ lower-level. jobs to middle positions, 
providing each group with an education appropri-
ate to their.age, needs and ambitions." And so the 
campus. as supporter of the credentials society 
maintained by the market system, would be 
abolished. _ 
Critics such as Berg assume a static economy, 
and in turn, conceive that employers would cease 
using academic credentials as a touchstone for 
hiring,. even aft.er· a massive on-the-job training 
progrnm was instituted. Surely, as Berg believes, 
"in relation to jobs, education has its limits." 
Nevertheless, the crucial fact remains that· the 
e.- The Ithaca College Investment 
· con't from pg._13• · -
should he encouraged. Further, What the hell are you.doing here Ithaca College': .. In foi.lr-·yeais, ·f -·body: will b~ too.if you'aon't"dd selves·tciblame.·-
it should he followed by student if vou don't take action in your have seen many students spenE · something about it. But then, as 
action and support. The lthawn, in~tistmcnt'! And, as many of you vasts amounts ·of time and always. you'll only have· your-
our hl•lovcd weekly, has b1·ought ,·hoosl· not .to take action, you are energy to get involved in better- · 
many important decisions out in jl'o11ardiiing my investment! ing this institution. I have also 
Michael S. Renner· · 
Politics '77. 
the open where the entire college I urge you, as the student seen far more do little to better 
l'ommunity can take it in and hody, to start looking around you it. It is you guys that have ripped 
.rl'al't. Wht•ru are the reactions'! and sec what you are here at me ·orr. And you, the student 
Lansing 
Diseount Liquor• 
~1'*"**"*~~ 
**iGRAD·UATION : 
SALE 
**. 
c•N•aAYU1.At1•·N· ) •INlea• 
Lowest prices allowed_ by law 
on all champagne, wine, and spirits, 
LANSING 
DISCOUNT 
LIQ-UOR 
.:. ·- l - ,... .. .. · ....... -· ~ .,.,..J .. -~ - ·., -· -'---·······. 
-; 
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... ValueO.f. 
· Collel,fe 
credentials soc_iety will not vanish overnight. The 
likelihood is that employers, still, will hire on the 
basis of academic background, no matter what 
retraining policy is pursued. 
Nonetheless, critics of the credentials society 
]Jave s~ruck a responsive chord. Indeed, work and 
education more often than not are ill-fitted. And 
the fault lies just as much with the college which 
has prepared its clients, as the employer who 
selects and hires them, or the larger public who 
' worships at education's shrine .. Thus, much of this 
. credentials soc!ety criticism boils down to a critique 
of college curnculum. For the trenchant question 
raised by Berg and Miller concerns the after-effects 
-of overedltcation: morale and productivity. This 
syndrome is more likely to occur in a worker with 
advanced:.. degrees. Thus, the tendency to 
overeducation can be said in truth to reach a point 
of diminishing return. One could therefore propose 
college as a minimum requirement for all who 
desire it, and postgraduate work for those 
professionals who require the credential. In short, 
some of the reforms that logically follow from 
Berg's inference should be campus reforms. The 
college 'should make its curriculum more relevant 
and the postgraduate school restrict credentialing 
so'far as it can. The answer to overeducation is less 
education, not more on-the-job training. Moreo-
ver, one must reailze that the market will tend to 
correct itself. 
There are a number of things one can conclude 
from the crisis in higher education. This is a most 
appropriate time for a new thrust. The Nixon era 
has passed, and its policies- of educational· benign 
neglect .. reinforced, if not influenced, by the 
studies on public schooling by James Coleman and 
the studies on higher education by Christopher 
Jencks ·· can possibly be versed under a more 
liberal Carter. administration. 
First, there should be national policy incentives 
to expand higher education opportunities for the 
poor and the working class. For the past thirty 
years, despite more youngsters attending college, 
higher education remained the privilege of the 
affluent and middle class. College pays off for 
minorities, and the first function of college is still 
mobility. 
8econd,. there should also be natioilal emphasis 
on relating the college experience more to the 
realitie,s of the workplace. The educational 
con't 18 
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con't &om pg. 1 ..~Trustees -
nance is scheduled to present its 
proposed changes to the college's 
governance documents. 
Although the Ad Hoc Com· 
mittee recommended no concrete 
action in their preliminary report -
released to the College commu-
nity this Spring, they did indi· 
cate that they seriously consider· 
ed the matter and that com-
munity input to the situation 
would be both needed and 
· welcome. 
The Committee will meet 
May 5 to fmalize their report 
before it goes to the Board. If 
community sentiment warrants 
it, the committee could conceive-
valby adopt any one of the 
following options: 
--the elimination of student and 
faculty trustees from the Board. 
--a change in the election pro· 
cedure of student and faculty 
trustees to one which calls for 
, their election on a community-
wide basis (Faculty Trustees 
· Pasternack has suggested this ~ 
a possible alternative.) 
--the credentials of potential 
student and faculty trustees be 
reviewed by the Trusteeship 
\.iommittee of the Board and 
· recommended candidates . be put 
before the Board for acceptance 
(this is the process used for all 
other trustees.); 
:-Students and faculty serve as 
non-voting representatives to 
the Board, but hold voting 
positions of committees of the 
Board. · 
It seems that a combination 
of the last proposal with a limited 
review of candidates credentials 
is the best route. Change in the 
current system, which allows for 
confusion and a potential defeat 
of the purpose of these members, 
is needed~ Proponents of the 
first proposal are . not without 
foundation, however. According 
to Bill Hrught, writing in Nation-
al On-Campus Report, "Today's 
students are becoming more 
conservative. On academic mat-
ters, the trend is away from 
some of the reform in vogue a 
few years ago." Maybe the day 
of student particpation at a 
grass roots level is slowly 
passing by. On the other hand, 
Valerie L. McIntyre, a member 
· of the O~go~ State Board of 
Higher Education, calls serving 
on a Board of trustees "a 
challenge and an educatiQnal 
investment, not available to most 
persons during their post Se· 
condary careers." Although this 
statement was originally intend· 
ed ·ror students, it applies to 
· faculty as well, especially to 
those faculty members f~r whom 
the College has been their entire 
academic life. · 
One solid arguement against 
a faculty trustee who is at all 
potentially susceptible ~ the 
desires of his peers would arise if 
the faculty unionizes. It would 
be .very hard to keep a trustee 
who is a member of a collective 
bargaining unit at the College 
objective when touchy issues 
concerning that unit come to the , 
forefront. It is this fear that has 
prompted the Ad Hoc Committee 
to encourage resolution of the 
. question surrounding student 
and faculty trustees before em-
barkment upon the institution of 
a staff trusteeship, where collec-
. tive bargaining would undoubt· 
ably come into play eventually~as 
the staff already is unionized. 
. WEDNESDAY -NIGHT SPECIAL 
WITH StUDENT I.Dm 
•FREE BEVERAGE• 
• UNLIMITED 'SALAD BAR• 
• FREE DESSERT.• 
POI-DROii 
380 ELMIRA RD. 
·ITHACA fflUBDUSI 
SAB CHAIRMANSHIP 
ELECTIONS: 
Monday, May 2 8:00pm Crossroads 
You. could be chairman 
of one of the following committees: 
CROSSROADS PUBLICITY 
SPEAKERS RECREATION 
FILMS WEEKLY ACTIVITIES 
For more infOrmation-
- ' 
stop into. the Office Of C~mpus Activities 
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Bulletin 
. Residents of Nassau County, Long lslan~. entering 
Jaw, school may be eligible for a $300 stipend from 
the James N. MacLea'n - Scholarship Fund, 
Superintendent of Schools, E. Williston Public 
Schools, East Williston, New York 11514. 
Application deadline is June 1. · 
The Organization of American States offers 
fellowhips for advanced, exchan-ge study or 
training in the member countries. The stipend 
covers travel, registration, tuition, study material, 
and subsistence. The deadline to apply is June 30 
for January 1 of the next year (the start ot the 
Latin-American academic year). Address: Office of 
Fellowships and Training, Secretarial for Technical 
Cooperation, Organization of American States, 
Washington, D.C. 20006. -
Nicholas Johnson, former FCC Commissioner 
and current chairman of the National Citizens 
Committee for Broadcasting will speak· on the . 
topic: "Talking Back to Television" Thursday, 
April 28, 1977. 8:00 p.m. at the Moot Court Room, 
Myron Taylor Hall. The public is welcome. 
This is part of the Distinguished Lecture Series 
sponsored by the Department ·of Communication 
Arts, Cornell University. 
Conneticut residents who are U.S. citizens and 
admitted to graduate school may apply for a 
stipend of up to $1,000 from the Connecticut 
Graduate Award Program, Educational Testing 
Se~vice, Box 176, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. 
Application deadline is July 20. 
The Franklin Institute has three unpaid summer 
internships for Math or Physical Science majors 
interested in _ working with the public in a 
participatory museum. The application deadline is 
May 30. Interested stud~nts may write to: c.f. 
Penniman, Jr., The Franklin Institute, 20th and 
Benjamin Franklin Parkway, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19103 .. 
VOICES OF REBELLION, a new course in 
Afro-American, African, and Caribbean Literature 
.and Culture will be offered next fall for three 
credits. For information, call the instructor, Ted 
_Hower, 257-3576, or sign up now at C.LI.S., 2nd 
noor, Muller Hall. 
James Coleman, Prof. of Sociology, University 
of Chicago, Author "Equality of Educational 
Opportunity" speaking on topic "Social Science and 
P~blic Policy" May 5. 4 pm Kaufman Auditorium, 
Goldwyn Smith Hall Cornell. 
VOLUNTEER NEEDS IN ITHACA 
Of'FICE FOR THE AGING NEEDS: 
Volunteer friendly visitors to spend a few hours a 
week, on a regular basis, with lonely, elderly 
individuals who live alone. Both men and women 
need this service and the times can be arranged to 
suit the volunteer .• __ 
Th(• ~trand Theater, an Ithacan landmar~ that is 
h(•ing · restored for use · as a live stage, needs 
volunteers to help with cleaning and painting, fund 
raising, rigging and electrical work. A summer 
stage crew is also needed: For further information 
<.'Ontact Gail MacColl, Community Service 
Coordinator, x3311. 
RECONSTRUCTION HOME NEEDS: . 
A volunteer fisherman who would like to sp~nd one 
morning a week at various good homes around .the 
county in companionship with a smaJI group of 
elde'rly or handicapped people. Only a fishing pole, 
enthusiasm and a little time are required of the. 
volunteer. · · · · · • 
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establis,hment needs a push_.:.frot;n out;side to 
redefine its-mission. - · .::- -
.. ~d. the .. personal·valuen ohollege snouhf'be 
made more. socially conscious. It is , difficult; -
however, to see how ·1>9lieymakers ·can influence 
that de~elopment, and that, as in the past, otitside 
pressure groups_ will .shoulder· the responsibiiity. · 
. MY experience in a program that soughOo-screen, 
encourage and dev~lop. social change agent~ ·in· 
urban studies were mixed: The first director of the 
program achieved_ remarkable results, but. the' 
successor, a-_ regular academic, reorganized '_the ' 
whole direction 'of the program. --And the plain fact 
is that the . 8'mdemic profession has · always 
attracted social conditions. . _ 
One should not write off college, and leave it to 
the domain of the elite. The college and university 
remains, as Daniel bell characterized it, as the 
primary institution of ."society. · 
' ' 
ReprintetJ with Penilissi6D of Commonweal Pub-
lishing Co. Inc. 
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Ithaca ~-1.lege B_ureau -
of Concerts -- -·-
preaente 
,-
,, ,;,, 
4th A-nn·ual Outdoor 
C:oricert 
Sunday·~~i 1 12:30p~. 
Garden- Apta Quad 
FEATURING--:_. 
,CROW-N .. 
H_El:GHT-S-
AFFAIR:--
M~G--
C-ADILLAC J·ACK-
. . -· 
'•' .. :: . , -· ' ' ,,. ': . ~ ~ . 
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-Co~u.nity·· ... .. -__ : 
~ CQuncll ·.. - .. 
.. To Disband· 
'I'he :Ad Hoc .Committee on 
College_ _Governance . has 
recommended that . Community 
Counc~I be desbanded. According 
to Dave-Lord, the· Community 
Council Chairman ~he group_ was 
originally. formed to bring stu-
dents, faculty, and administra-
tion together~- "At this point 
there are too many councils and 
nobody knows the roles ·of the 
groups," Lord says . 
The committee also 
recommended· that the budget 
planning and intercollegiate ath-
letic committees be . disbanded. 
--The people· in the~e~ areas will 
now repo~ to.th!;! respective Vice 
Presidents in their areas. All 
college- standing committees will 
be reduced from 16 .to 10 and 
these committee~ will now report 
_ directly---ti> the officers they're 
responsible to. The committee 
also made it clear that - all 
recommending bodies like Stu-
dent Congress would now_ be 
officially recommendir.g bodies. 
The council's ·support for these 
recommendat_ions will be put 'into 
a report to be submitted -to the 
. Ad Hoc Committee. 
Burnt Out and Kappy; 
__ .-.Thanks for all the work you did 
for me. Too bad God' didn't give 
us a better day . 
Ruth, Moose 
H you're going to Duff, 
please leave the room. 
Ci Ci· 
- Good evening, Irene 
Old Mr. boston 
· Lois Lane -
Enjoy your -stint as overseas 
correspondent. 
· ~Pe"! White 
To Disco Dave and Danny-· 
Who said you'd never be in the 
Ithacan 
an_d. m·uch· __ more ••• -Terry O'Reilly 
Commencement Announcements 
NOW available In the_ gym_ ln:.caae of -rain 
Say Hello 
to· Shalimar's 
. .. , .~""' . 
' . ' 
New· LOw· Low ·Prices! 
-· 
Blouse & ··Shirts for 
Men & Wo_me·n 
$4_~95 
' ' 
These ~e- just, fl few ·of' the7failt~tic,buys now available 
at our three locations. We're now impoi:ting· froµi _a fresh, 
ne~ source 8!).d thos~ savmgs··are··co01ilig tQ_ybu. _ . •, 
- -- · -- . -_ H:u38:ctSh•na< _ :~ ~ - _--- .. ::Dlwiid ............. , .. -!.· 
.... · ,-, ~-----_. -. - >··.-, _· .. ·.:_.,~:~,--'-_ .. -·.-::-~::··~r:-;·:~-.,. ----;: 
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~~--~' WIW 
t\lan, Bob and G;im, · Tiss and Spott this year. And especially want to 
. It certainly bas been '1D t~ ~k, Perry and ~ost of 
Intense Goof of a semester. Alan and Albo, all A.J. for all you have given 
Basically it will never be the 'Time for a final SERIOUS me. . Just remember "the o~~ 
same again. Keep us informed burp who tomes late and dJes early. 
r ~~ SAAB 1972, excellent condition, 
: . j (.or oole j' reasonable. 277-3463 eveninga.., on What's Up and have a good uuuurrrrpppp!! Good lu~k you guys, I'm really summer I guess. R and T gonna miss you. 
..... ______ . ---.....;.·.....;=-'. Guitar for Sale. 1962 Gibson 
Artist J-200 acoustic, with new 
hard case. Mint condition. Best 
offer ever $400. 257-3576 
Susan and Barbara 
SUMMER SUBLET June-
August. 2 furnished single bed-
.. rooms available in 3 bedroom 
house ·on SQuth Hill. Price 
including utilities. Call Steve 
Barf at x789 or 272-5458 or call 
Steve Brill at x659 or 273-6867. 
USED BOOKS will be purchased 
MAY5and6. 
F9r Sale 
Waterbed. Never Used. $25.00 
Call Steve 277-4121. 
For Sale , C.B. · 40 channels with 
full warranty-midland model ,· 
number 77-882 Include ANL,NB 
and l)elta Tune. Yours for $150 
Contact Corey x751 or 273-9896. 
DISCOUNT 8TEBEO 
,.£8IJIPMENT.' A total11Slik 
• _. desfp .. ........ . 
'P IN<Setlaol"~ 
....,._ Tlleolt nm. _. cir ·ea1r . 
2'12·9723 or X545. 
Billy Joel Photos 
8x10 · $1.50. Call Frank x681 or 
273-9774 
Fo_r Sale-
BSR -252ow Turntable, 1 
year old, excellent condition. 
Asking $60.00. Contact Lindsay 
at 273-7917. 
Summer Sublet: 
Beautiful one bedroom apt. be-
tween Collegetown and down-
town with spacious Iivingroom 
and kitchen. Call 273-8396 
Teachers wanted all levels 
Foreign and Domestic Teachers 
Box 1063 Vancouver, Wa. 98660 
For Sale 
-1 Bunk Bed 
1 Table 
I Rug 
All in excellent condition 
Call Bob or Dave at 274-3412 or 
X472 
· FOR SALE Dynaco Stereo 70 
· power amp. Excellent condition 
, _. -$60. Call Dan at x566 or 
. 273-9535. 
· Free Cute Kittens call 277-0846 
Sublet 
Female wanted. One large room 
in four-bedroom house. Call 
273-7687. 
' - For Sale 
I I 3 different soda/beer can 
tables must sell • price is 
negotiable. Mark x707, 2739780, 
Sublet June 1st to ,J:uly 31st 3 or 
4 bedroom on 205 E. Jay St. 
Ithaca. 
$2.80/mo, for 3 people 
$300/mo. for 4 people 
273-9883 ask for (:hris Greenman 
Summer Sublet 
Candlewyck Park Apts. 
June 25-Aug·. 20. Furnished, 
two bedroom, Call 273-1461 
evenings Loren or Jill. 
· [ Summer sublet - 4 or 5 
bedroom house. Ideal location. 
Available June 3rd. Well priced. 
Call 277 -3925. 
...... 
Summer _Sublet · 2 rooms in a 3 
room apt.on 5 Geneva St. let 
floor of house • 'including front 
porch, backyard and drive.way. 
Excellent location. Price negoti-
able. Call 272-3291. 
For sale 1971 White VW Bus. 
75,000. Cabinets built in back. 
removeable bed board in back. 
Ideal for traveling. $1500.00 . 
Call 272-3291. 
SKI-
Thanx for a sunrise semester. 
With love, from a mouse with a 
lot of hang-ups. 
Leo, 
I really don't know what this 
semester would have been like 
without you, But what I do know 
is that rd better be with you 
next in Maryland! 
As Ever, 
IO 
Time passes on 
Like a river that must always 
run 
Now you are gone 
But I will have you till time is 
done. 
You can vever take away 
The love you gave. me yesterday 
I don't have to capture you 
Cause you're here in my mem· 
ory." Love, 
Ellen 
SUBLET Beautiful House In . 
Excellent Location. Fully fur. Wheels, A classified for you in 
nished - 5 bedrooms 2 bath- the last Ithacan of your college 
rooms, livingroom, di~ingroom, caree~. How sentimental. 
and kitchen. For the summer Cmdy 
months, offer negotiable. Call To Karen, 
Steve x785 or 272-9854. Good friends are forever 
Summer Sublet Studio Apt., 
furnished and utilities included 
on Coddington Road. $125 a 
month, call Barb 273-8456. 
IZOD 
Good friends are for kef'ps 
What am I gonna do without my 
better half[ I'm going to miss 
yop kid. 
Love 
Your side kick 
LaCost Shirts .. SAVE 20%. 
Regularly $18.00. Now $14.40. Dear Marcy, . 
A ailabl · . N ' blu p d , I. Reflectmg on the two v em. avy e, ow er t r • d b • 
blue, Green, Red, Whiu!', Yel-. Ytheart swill~asal we selasta neTbn _s •Pb_ 
I T B S. S M L a ways . oug ow, an rown. 12es: the b f tar - ht 
XL. Call And Liss at 273-9776 r~ ma~ e, ~wer s Dig ~· a Y - - · . - -and-parttes--til we fall, we ve 
or centrex 686, after _5 P~. treasured them all. . _ : _ 
Counselors • specialists for · The P~ .Aire Camiiers 
Conn. sleepaway 1:alJlp W-S:I: 2. Do you feel like f do-f'l1J. 
athletics, karate, photography' really miss you. 
folk singing, gymnastics, and Terri 
woodworking. Please call T9 My Friends At IC 
(914)352-2279 · . Thank you for all your Jove, 
'Summer Sublet; friendship, and support. No 
House on lake·· one bedroom matter what it is that I end up 
in a 2 bedroom house. Dock and. doing next year, rest assured 
swimming. Available May 15 that I will miss you an· very 
· thru Aug: 27. Call 273-0209 much. 
dinnertime. Doug Landback 
Needed Desperately El,B.Z. Audlejen and Sue, 
One ticket to the Grateful Thanks for making this 
Dead Concert 'Sunday May 8 at semester the best . Repeat next. 
' ' ' I' . Cornell. Will pay good money. m gomg to miss you all• 
Call Laurie at 273-9628; Love, 
Trees 
Summer Work. Earn $210.70 
per week. ·Must be a Jiant worker 
and willing to. relocate. Inter-
views April 28 (Thurs.) at 3 pm 
(DeMott Room) 6 pm and 9 pm 
' (Job Room). If unable to come 
call 277-4990. , - . 
Limmy 
Have a good summer. Don't 
forget me. Avoid to much Ho J;o 
and be good. 
As always, 
Bertrice 
IDEAL FO·R· 
i 
f. 
I 
ITHACA COLLEGE STUDENT 
Modern Furnished Apartment 
For 2, 3, ()r 4 Peopleo 
Now Ren·tini For Summer And 
-Next School Yearo 
Please Call: 
·273-8900. f8:30-AM-l:30 PM) .or· 
2·72-3389.-.{ I :30 .. ~~~9:00. PM-) 
-· , . .r,,. 
-· ... -.,. -,-, 
•,•,.: 
Nancy-
. It's been an interesting 6 
months rm sure you will agree. 
What's up for the next 6 months[ 
-'.l'hanks for a fun senior year. 
Love always, 
Jimmy, Lois 
What can I say to someone 
who means so much to me. I 
don't' know if I can make it 
without you next year. Thanks 
for all the good time~ and for Good luck next year. 
Love, being such a great friend. I'll 
Chuck miss you .and I love you. 
To the Friends of Doug Land· Goodluck. 
back and , John Sisson Dear Heazx, Tracy 
You are hereby cordially fnvited Take Care, have a great 
to our GOING AWAY-TRANS- summer. It's all your fault but 
FER Party, Friday night. No it's all-right because your a 
dress is proper, or something beautiful person, i'U miss you 
like that .•• No R.S.V;P. requir- next year. 
ed. For more info- Contact Doug Love, 
or John. 
Ellen -
Really looking forward to a 
great weekend# It'll be our last 
big one for awhile so let's 'enjoy 
it to the fullest • 
TAR 
P:S: Don't forget about commu-
nism, B-Law ,or Jontue. 
Steve 
To the o.r.c. Lover -
U ever you need some, 
0:R:C: I'm sure we can find an 
ample supply. rll miss you. 
What wardrobe[· 
To Faculty, Administration, Your Roomie 
Staff, and Students at l:C:,. To My 2 Big Brothers and Big 
TblQJk you for giving me support Sisters 
and help on all the activities I You guts are leaving me and 
worked on. Many of the projects running off ·to Temple, London 
were a success due to complete and San Diego. Thanks for 
cooperation. Hope this will everything# I'll miss ya. 
continue in the future. Good Love always, 
Luck. Hey old 12th floor, Soupy. 
Chuck Riter ·You faggots better not miss 
Cathy .tet floor Hood] . me too much next year# Have a 
Sorry for putting down yow great summer# Let's get togeth-
lacrosse game. Have a ~ er. 
summer. See you in September 
Tom 
Love you all, 
Hes 
Hey Carol, P.S. Kar, Yorcey Bob, Let's here it for Arizona 
University# 
To the Hodgea Podgea Lodgea, 
Have a Jumbo summer# 
Raymond, · KAP 
Do you know where ,YOUR 
bed is[ 
. ·You're really not any of 
those awful things I call you, 
you're cute dud loveable. =how's 
that'. · You better come see me 
over the summer. Maybe w, ean 
hit another movie, the good kind 
that is. ' ' 1\ 
Love, The Ward HEAZX ~NTUEJ 
~ jffi ~ 
Cl,""9 I/tee 
AMERICAN & CHINESE RESTAURANT 
COCKTAILS 
• ORDERS TO TAKE OUT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA, ~. Y. 148!50 
TEL. (607) 273-1234 . 
11\t: Ill.Ill I\ IIH I \\ll'f ,..\l\l\t.1111,111 II II\ 11\111 I 1111111\1,1•1\ 1111\lt 
j 
ureau o 
presents 
oncerts 
':"ith. special guests 
. Desp~rado 
SUNDAY·rvtAY 1 3:30pm 
GARDEN APTS QUAD . 
· .In the gym in case_ of. ·rain 
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At the end,of a long: day nothing beats a good,ho,t tieer. · · ·· ·· · .. 
, .. 
..... • 
~ .. ,··:··· ,,- ~·. ,:, 
,, ' 
l3elieve· ft' or not. after 117 years Schm.idt's is actually in immihent 
danger of becl)111ing· fashionable. . . 
. ,So when you relax and blow a final kiss to the-work~day·world, 
don't be surprised i~ a bandwagon joins you i,n rolling qff.for a fr9sty 
Schn1idt's. · . . _ . . . ·s,· .. _h,. . ,·.d , 
«.) help n1eet the i1icreasing demandt . . _·_ :· .. - .. ·._· :· ., 
wc'reexpandingourfa~ilitiesby25%. · .. t mt -rs 
But 011ly 25'!h. ... .. _-  _. · :rhc becrthc1t might mc1kc 
We don· t want success to go to ou? ·head.· Phil<1<lclphi~1 fc-irnou~. 
C SCHMIDT & SONS. INC , PHILA , PA 
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